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In Luce Tua

By DON A. AFFELDT

Comment on Current Issues

Vietnam Postscript
The Vietnam war has ended.
You are perhaps surprised by this bit of news. You
have not heard of the treaty, and your nephew is stationed in Da Nang, or bombing Southeast Asia from his
base in Guam or Thailand. The economy has not yet
received the "peace dividend" and the draft continues.
South Vietnam has not held any "free elections" and the
civilian casualty rate there remains impressive.
Nevertheless, the war has ended, and it ended just as
inauspiciously as it began.
It never really did begin, did it? It just happened. One
day we woke up and found 525,000 of our sons and
brothers mired in Asian mud. Now most of them are
unstuck; or their bodies are resting in solid American
clay. The end came like the beginning. (So we will be
saying for the next five years: "It never really did end,
did it?" The "end" just happened.)
But the war is over. A war is over when people whose
business it is to be concerned about wars - all of us, I
should think - cease their concern. Then ''war news"
trickles off, the "issue" of the war· draws no speakers
(not even in election years), and business as usual, what
business there is, preoccupies us. So with Vietnam.
The campus protests are over, the troops have been cut
back, the evening news is about Howard Hughes, the
candidates are arguing against busing, and the pay
board is manfully keeping wage increases below 20%
per year. The people are sick to death of talking and
thinking and praying over Vietnam, and covet forgetfulness of the whole eipsode.
A war is over when people think it's over. For us, the
war is merely a memory. Yet it is important to ask:
What is it a memory of?
Will we, for example, remember the war as (merely)
a mistake? Will we remember the war as a crime? Will
we, indeed, remember it as (another) fine hour in the
life of our country?
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The popular impulse is to remember the war as a
mistake. The notion of a "mistake" is sufficiently ambiguous to permit consensus. Some will think it a mistake
because, due to no fault of our own, the war did not turn
out as well as we hoped it might. Others will attribute
our lack of success to faults of our own calculation,
planning, and execution. Still others will find the fault
in our very intentions, let alone our errors of administration.
Was it a mistake for which someone is to blame? If
so, who? Lyndon Johnson is ensconced in Texas now,
writing his revisionist history to refute the suggestion
that he made any mistakes. Hubert Humphrey is leading the pack of Democratic Presidential contenders,
having admitted his "mistakes" on Vietnam but acting
as though he deserves the Presidency in part because
he made those mistakes. Richard Nixon, the hero of
Kent/Cambodia, will be running on a peace platform.
Was it a mistake from which we learned? If so, what?
That henceforth we should declare our wars? Not a
chance. The United States will never declare war again.
(If we plan to wage an all-out war, we will use nuclear
weapons, and so could not afford to announce our intentions, lest we be struck first. If we do not plan to wage
all-out war, we cannot declare war, lest we be forced to
use nuclear weapons by critics of a "no-win" policy.)
Nor have we learned that Godless Communism is
not a real, or our real, enemy. Democratic ideology
needs enemies in order to preserve itself, and Godless
Communism is clearly .o ur favorite enemy. Yes, dictators may need to be cut down if they get too out of
(our) hand, but the chief foe of the ."free enterprise
system" will always be Communism, or its weak-sister,
Socialism. Never mind that the "system" has made
"enterprise" almost wholly un-free in America.
Have we learned, then, that an unpopular regime cannot be kept in power indefinitely by our gigantic efforts? Or that Democracy cannot be exported to alien
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cultures on our troop-carriers? Surely not. A condition
of ending the war in Vietnam was the promulgation of
the popular belief that, in some murky sense, we had
done there just what we set out to do. Our mission was
ended, having been accomplished. The war was Vietnamized. (What was it, come to think, before we went
over there in the first place?) Free-elections, resulting
in the retention in office of Thieu, Ky, or a crony, will
have been held. The people will know that we cared
enough to send our very best sons and bombers and
pesticides and napalm to help them in their hour of
need. The Dominoes stand erect. (Or lie down, as the
case may be. Who cares? The game has been over for
some time now.)
So, then, the war in Vietnam was not a mistake after
all. It was another fine hour in the life of our country.
To be sure, it was a messy business, riddled with confusion and shrouded in uncertainty. But civil wars are
always like that, our own being no exception. Our selfrestraint no doubt was the biggest burden under which
we labored; but that was justified too, as Mr. Nixon's
triumphant journeys to Peking and Moscow make plain.
Was it our fault, do you think, that the government
of South Vietnam fell to the Communists so soon after
we left? You can put a man back on his feet, but sooner
or later he has to fi.ght for himself and may the best man
Wln.

Or, if you like, the war in Vietnam was not a mistake
after all. It was a crime. Literally millions of innocent
victims suffered and many died as a result of policies
entailing their destruction. Now if the war was a crime,
those persons responsible for it were criminals. But who
are the criminals of the war? Not the President; he was
only Commander in Chief, as he is required by the
Constitution to be. Not the Congress, for they were
never asked to declare war; or, if you like, they tacitly
declared war in numerous resolutions and funded
their covert declarations with billions in appropriations
for war material. Not the soldiers, for they were under
orders. Not the people, for they voted against war in
1964 - or so they thought - and voted decisively against
it in 1968. So this crime has no criminals - except maybe
Lt. Calley and his North and South Vietnamese counterparts; and maybe not even them, for they too were victims of circumstance.
4

Again: If the war was a crime, then it was illegal. A
crime is "an action or an instance of negligence that is
deemed injurious to the public welfare or morals, or to
the interests of the state, and that is legally prohibited."
There is also the "supreme law of the land" which
arguably has some bearing on this matter: The United
States Constitution. This "supreme law" was ordained
and established "in order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, ensure Domestic Tranquility, provide
for the common Defence, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our
Posterity." In Section I, Article 8, this document reserves to Congress the power "to declare war." Putting
these two legal considerations together, we can ask a
question about a war which is waged without declaration, which does not materially provide for the common
defense, and which succeeds in tarnishing the Union,
promoting law-breaking, destroying domestic tranquility, jeopardizing the general welfare, and providing
only the liberty of heaven for 50,000 of our posterity.
We can ask: is such an act not legally prohibited? The
public answer is apparently no, and it is sadly true that
wars, as such, are not i1legal.
Finally: If the war was a crime, then surely the 75,000
men who refused the draft or fled the armed forces
rather than participate in it committed no crime. Far
from deserving amnesty (with provision for three years
of involuntary alternate service) they should be welcomed home as the Last of the Just. But no, two-thirds
of the American people oppose even general amnesty.
So these 75,000 men have done something wrong; thus
the war they opposed can't have been a crime.
However, we could give them amnesty (with a service requirement - some amnesty!) if we looked on the
war as just a big mistake. A mistake for which no one in
particular is responsible, and from which - God forbid - we maybe didn't learn anything. Just as we covet
forgetting our mistake, we wish to forget the mistake of
the 75,000 in setting themselves above our laws when it
came time to heed their country's call. We'll forget
that, if they'll let us forget about Vietnam.
Thanks for the memory of Vietnam, the nation sighs .
Thanks for making it a memory rather than an enduring reality. And we'll thank You even more if you let
us lose the memory of Vietnam altogether, retaining
only the thought that in the 1960's some of our sons did
their duty, even unto death, and the rest of them saw
the error of their ways and returned to our fold.
The war in Vietnam fares even worse as a memory
than it did as a war. We didn't understand it when it
happened, and we don't understand it now that it has
ended. If we "understand" it at all, we do so only because
we filter it through categories which do not quite fit.
The war was, and is, too big to be understood.
We can, or someday will, understand what events
"led up to" the war, what the damage was in terms of
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Learning from the Past for the Present

man. Life can be lived (inexplicably), and war can be
fought (regrettably), but they cannot be grasped by our
feeble minds.
About all we can figure out about war as a totality is
whether, on balance, we would be inclined to wage that
one again if we knew then what we know now. Even so,
the judgment is difficult. (Would you vote for the Civil
War, knowing what you know now? The Second World
War, including Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Dresden?)
But it looks now as if most of us, perhaps for very different reasons, would not wish a repeat of the Vietnam
war.

bodies maimed or dead or property destroyed or land
ravaged; what the specific purposes of specific people
were at specific times during the conflict; what the media
said or failed to say about the war while it was in progress. But we will never know whether the war itself was
good or bad, wise or foolish, inevitable or avoidable.
These categories simply are not usable to encompass
a grim totality like war, especially so massive a human
event as we witnessed in Vietnam.
Social scientists and historians will have their say
about some feature of the war, as they should. Slices of
life and. aspects of war are capable of being understood;
life and war, like God itself, cannot be understood by

What that means, I think, is that Vietnam was a mistake. What kind of mistake it was, who was responsible,
whether it nevertheless brought us credit or only heaped
shame on the Nation - these are questions which will
be debated for years to come, so long as Vietnam survives even as a memory. If the debates turn on what
category we should apply to the war as a whole, the
debates will probably yield nothing but recrimination
and confusion. If, however, we fracture this gigantic
event into digestible and arguable pieces, we may be
able to learn from our past.
Else, as they say, we are condemned to repeat it.

On Second Thought
Man will be saved by grace alone. That's obviously
our only hope, because every work we try is fouled by
failure. But when we say it that way we have started a
false contrast, as though salvation is either by works or
by grace. Grace has to work, or we are lost.
The effective contrast is not between grace and works.
It is between two different kinds of work: the works of

grace and the works of righteousness. When we say it
that way, the distinction becomes relatively easy. We
can see where we are going, and why.
Works of righteousness are done by "good" people,
to make them "good." They set apart the do-ers from the
non do-ers, as good people are set apart from sinners.
Such works generally conform to some law, all the way
from ritual laws of penance ("Go to Church on Sunday")
to abstention from legally defined moral evil ("Be
chaste, and cut your hair.") Works of righteousness
enable a man to say, "All these have I kept . .. I'll keep
trying until I am pure ... I thank Thee, God."
Such works are meaningless in the ministry of reconciliation. They divide men, they do not unite. The
whole point of the Gospel is that our righteousness has
been accomplished in Jesus Christ, our Lord. We have
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By ROBERT J. HOYER

been accepted. We accomplish nothing with works of
righteousness. We do not need to start with that.
But the love, the forgiving, the grace, the reconciliation, the joy, the news of acceptance - none of these is
finished yet. We still have to do them. We have been
given the ministry of reconciliation. The salvation of
the world depends on our doing. By works we will be
saved: the works of grace.
Works of grace are done by sinners under the universal judgment of God. They are all works of unilateral love. They make no distinction between men. There
is no merit or worthiness or reward in them. They do
not make the do-er "good." In practice, they will probably
ruin his social reputation. They are done simply because the do-er wants to do them, in faith and hope and
love. They may or may not accomplish something, that
does not change their character. Works of grace lead
the do-er to see the need, and compel him to say, "God,
be merciful to me."
Works of grace cannot be codified or evaluated or
controlled by ritual and by law. The moment we try, we
are no longer talking about works of grace. The works
of righteousness are bound, but the works of grace are
free. And that's where our salvation lives.
5
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The Rhetoric for Art
Believe it or not, America now appears to be a nation
with growing concern for the arts. While we have hardly reached &hart's belief that "the artist is not a special
kind of man, but every man is a special kind of artist,"
we have at least begun to see art as less a luxury in life
and more a normal activity, as less a negotiable option
and more a fundamental necessity.
At the same time, however, we need to realize that
the time for cheering remains distant: beneath the
rhetoric of national acclaim for the arts and for their
role in society lie disturbing inactivity, enigmatic disregard and, frankly, almost criminal neglect.
The current situation, therefore, is both pleasing and
frightening. One must praise and damn simultaneously.
To let the rhetoric about art replace artistic activity
would be foolish. Yet to ignore the rhetoric would be
equally senseless, for such talk reflects a changing national attitude about the arts which demands encouragement.
The National Academy of Arts and Sciences released
in 1967 a study done by the Commission for the Year
2000 which concluded with this summarizing statement:
"We are becoming what we will be." If this be true,
then what we are becoming in the arts deserves real
scrutiny. Perhaps a pattern, albeit admittedly an oversimplified one, can be seen in just a few recent rhetorical examples.
Where did it begin? Only ten years ago the National
Theatre Conference spoke of theatre (and of all the
arts) in America by saying that "as a people we seem to
take the theatre for granted - to take it, that is, or leave
it. Americans need to learn that the theatre, like the
arts in general, has to be nurtured, cultivated, publicly
sustained; it does not evolve all by itself in a vacuum or
on a shoestring." Yet in the age of Sputnik the arts had
been widely ignored. Americans worried most about
what was urgent, least about what was important. And,
as many persons have begun to point out, we are now
paying for the spiritual and cultural bankruptcy to
which we have driven ourselves.
The paying, however, has seemingly led us to a new
awareness, for subtly and without much fanfare national
concern has begun to change.
How far have we come? John F. Kennedy, dedicating
in 1963 the new library at Amherst, perhaps reflected
the change earliest at a national level: "I see little of
more importance to the future of our country and our
civilization," he said, "than the full recognition of the
place of the artist." Art, he continued, must "nourish
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the roots of our culture," and "society must set the
artist free to follow his vision wherever it takes him."
Urging freedom for the artist - to enjoy time, to enjoy
means and to enjoy an intelligent and understanding
audience - Kennedy saw art as the revealer of "truths
which must serve as the touchstones of our judgment."
Only two years later, in 1965, the Rockefeller Panel on
the Performing Arts could profess "conviction that the
arts are not for a privileged few but for the many, that
their place is not on the periphery of society but at its
center, that they are not just a form of recreation but are
of central importance to our well-being and happiness."
The full circle had been made.
It remained for President Nixon to sense such a growing concern for the arts and to translate the Rockefeller
Panel conviction into national policy, which he did during his first year in office. Speaking to Congress on behalf of the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities (a speech titled "Expressing the American
Spirit"), he began bluntly: "Americans have long given
their first concerns to the protection and enhancement
of Life and Liberty; we have now reached the point in
our history when we should give equal concern to the
'Pursuit of Happiness."'
He continued by saying that "the support and attention we give the arts and humanities - especially as
they effect our young people - represent a vital part
of our commitment to enhancing the quality of life for
all Americans."
So we are becoming what we will be. Yet no one should
be so foolish as to believe that the millenium has really
arrived. The JFK years are gone, the Rockefeller Panel
report gathers dust, and Nixon, though waxing eloquent, requested only forty million dollars for Arts and
Humanities appropriations, double the previous
amount, true, but still an insignificant sum. (As I write
this, Nixon announced with pride that fifty-six million
would be spent immediately on three ships.)
Lip service to the arts is no service to the arts. It makes
them talked about but not done. Talking about them
makes them a popular cause but not a practiced act. And
popular causes share a tendency for giving way to other
popular causes. The arts, in fact, stand in danger of becoming not unlike the weather: everybody talks about
the weather, but. ..
By

J.

ROBERT WILLS

Director of Theatre
Wittenberg University
Springfield, Ohio
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Guest Comment on Current Issues
We Have Met Faustus, and We Are He
Great literary works are perpetually re-appearing, to
renew themselves and us in new times and places. As
they do so, they not infrequently speak pointedly in
us to particular issues, spreading illumination through
our darknesses, enabling us to see new things or to see
old things, in new way. To catch this immediacy, I take
it, has been a goal of those who seek relevance in literary
study.
Marlowe's The Tragica/ History of Dr. Faustus, one
of the great embodiments of a persistent archetypal
form, both has been and is; storing meanings of our
past, it emerges into our present, reaching so far, I
dare to add, as to touch and inform even our newest
ecological sense of things.
When Faustus makes his pact to sell his soul, he repudiates his own past. Before his first speech is over, he
has abandoned his former studies, and during the course
of the play he loses his friends, indeed all human relationships. When he turns away from God, he repudiates all created history.
Now, Faustus, must
Thou needs be damned , and canst thou not be saved ;
What boots it, then, to think of God or heaven?
Away with such vain fancies , and despair;
Despair in God , and trust in Belzebub :
Now go not backward ; no , Faustus, be resolute :
Why waver'st thou? 0 , something soundeth in mine ears,
"Abjure this magic, turn to God again !"
Aye, and Faustus will turn to God again.
To God? he loves thee not;
The god thou serv'st is thine own appetite . .. (Scene V)

He is apart from creation's groaning in travail , from its
laughing in celebration; he is apart from God's enactment in history.
And so from the beginning his act denies him the very
potential he hoped to gain by the act. He sought to be
free of the limitations of time and space and finite capacity:
How am I glutted with conceit of this !
Shall I make spirits fetch me what I please,
Resolve me of all ambiguities,
Perform what desperate enterprise I will?
I'll have them fly to India for gold,
Ransack the ocean for orient pearl,
And search all corners of the new-found world
For pleasant fruits and princely delicates;
I'll have them read me strange philosophy,
And tell the secrets of all foreign kings ;
I'll have them wall all Germany with brass,
And make swift Rhine circle fair Wittenberg;
I'll have them fill the public schools with silk,
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Where with the students shall be bravely clad;
I'll levy soldiers with the coin they bring,
And chase the Prince of Parma from our land,
And reign sole king of all our provinces . . . (Scene I)

But such a world, space-filled and time-filled, is no
longer open to him. All that remains to him is activity
of ·p articularly fruitless nature - pestering the Pope,
fetching grapes out of season, consorting with delusions. This activity makes him seem able to tolerate
what is intolerable; the only freedom he can know is in
continued activity that affords only a pretense of worth.
It is fruitless activity because Faustus is trapped in
the present. When he repudiated the past, Faustus
foreswore the future. "Cut a man off from his memories
or his visions," Harvey Cox remarks in The Feast of
Fools," and he sinks to a depressed state. The same is
true for a civilization. So long as it can absorb what has
happened to it and move confidently toward what is
yet to come its vitality persists. But when a civilization
becomes alienated from its past and cynical about its
future, its spiritual energy flags."
Now if we can see that other, archetypal Faust, who
sold his soul for gain, reappearing again and again,
where may we see this Faustus, who repudiates the past
and therefore denies the future? Almost anywhere. He
is the model upon which many of us and our institutions were made.
He reappears magically in the farmer who denies the
nature of his own ground, uses it up, and thereby blights
his own future , and in the builder, city planner, and
highway engineer who plow up a million sweet green
acres and then are surprised to discover that the future
is not what they had hoped it would be. He reappears
in the educator-determined-to-be-an-innovator who discards the past only to be caught, as Faustus was caught,
in a series of fruitless moments as first one fad, then
another, flags for want of a philosophical base.
He reappears in any citizen of whatever noble intent
who scurries backgroundless into good causes only to
find himself therefore incapable of sustained action. To
repudiate the past, even to decide not to know it, is to
foreswear the future.
The past, to be sure, was never enough, never sufficient to our best needs, never expressive of our best
aspirations. Yet that failed past is our teeming, inventive
universe. In it, however remote, however subject to
alteration, lie the beginnings of all our futures.
By JIM W. CORDER
Department of English
Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texa s
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Is There an Honorable Course for the Honors College?
By RICHARD LUECKE
Visiting Professor of Humanities
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Indiana

Following are the comparatively easy comments of a
visiting instructor in Christ College, the honors-experimental program of Valparaiso University. They are
volunteered without the qualifications of direct involvement in the complicated discussion of honors-education
during recent years or in its development on this campus. They are the remarks, moreover, of a peculiarly
tainted visitor - of one who has returned to the campus
from "urban training," a form of education which grew
up in the 60's partly out of dissatisfaction with the
effects of schooling in the society at present.
For such an observer, the charges of elitism or special
privilege which arise on campus from time to time over
uncustomary provisions made for honors courses and
exemptions made for honors students seem not in the
least surprising. For anyone slugging it out day after
day with, say, forty freshmen who cannot yet spell the
words they use nor punctuate the words they spell, it
may indeed seem outrageous that, elsewhere on the
same campus, half a dozen faculty are assigned to a
scarcely larger group of students who already know
that much about reading and writing.
Some, perhaps, would meet that charge of elitism
h ead-on. Of course there are elites, or at least students
with uncommon capacities or energies; any school or
society is negligent which does not invest specially in
them. Such students become bored with lockstep classroom procedures; unless some special provision is made
for them , they are likely to go elsewhere - like valued
football players. Their presence on campus is good for
everybody; they even stimulate faculty by affording
occasions for presentation of academic specialties.
But let me persist in a grubby populism, rendered
even grubbier by consideration of a financial "squeeze"
which is being felt not only in educational institutions
but throughout the wider society and which seems here
to stay. And let me give rein to this jaundiced view by
asking for a warrantable "experiment" as well as expenditure of funds in the honors-experimental college.
Accordingly, we may lay it down, as a first general
rubric, that complaints against privileged investments
in honors courses are appropriately met only by proposals which take explicit account of economy. If experiments in education (as in many other spheres) are
sometimes costly, they must at least offer the prospect
of reducing costs and expanding distribution in the
future. They may do so by preparing one class of students to help in guiding the next (itself an incomparable
educational device). They may do so by preparing students for more independent work in subsequent semesters - for a "leisurely following of the logos," as the
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Dean of Christ College lately put it. They may do so
by imparting basic disciplines of a sort which warrant
leaving more specialized skills to other institutions,
thereby allowing graduation in, say, three years.
The economy envisioned in that latter case would be
realized first by students, and only secondarily by the
college through increased enrollment. Ultimately the
economy would be achieved only at a broader societal
scale. But professional educators and institutions are
sometimes willing, within limits, to interest themselves
in larger questions of educational provision in the society. They do not suffer by offering a lively experiment
for wider observation.

Common Disciplines and Culture without Cults
The most serious charges of inequity in higher education today attach not to the prerogatives of honors
colleges but to those of "college" as such. The accusation is well known. Admission to college depends, by
and large, on financial capacity. A college education,
in turn, affords the open-sesame to most professional
and managerial posts in the society. It is exactly the
"honor" accruing through matriculation in college
which comes most into question, and a suggestion
arises that one who matriculates in an "honors college"
is to be accounted worthy of double honor.
A recent noteworthy Supreme Court decision ruled
against any use of school-related credentials in hiring
without showing a direct connection of the credentials
to skills needed on the job (Griggs et al. vs. Duke Power
Company, March 8, 1971). But such dependencies of
jobs upon schooling are widely assumed at present.
Where this is the case, the sniff arises of a more insidious
inequity - that of privileged information imparted by
specialized departments to paying and protected clients.
The Romans used a pun to characterize such a denigration of general education: "culture" becomes a matter
of "cults" which practice "cultivation" in the sense
of animal husbandry.
The honors-experimental college is committed by
charter to resisting such a trend . Statements of purpose
frequently point away from vocational training, and the
more so as the notion of "honors" joins that of "experiment." (No doubt it is "honorable" for students and
teachers to engage in significant educational experiments, but now we have raised the word to a new level.
It seems peculiarly honorable that "hard to damage"
students, who are already ahead in the game and who
are able to learn even from pedagogic failures, should
The Cresset

be the first to join such experiments. "To whom much
has been given ... ")
We are not thinking, accordingly, of "advanced
courses" which offer still more privileged information
or increased vocational advantages, but of something
else. Here let us propose a second sort of rubric, bearing
not on the costs but the content of the honors-experimental curriculum. Most generally stated: the honorsexperimental college will seek to clarify and develop
those disciplines of knowledge which are exercised by
all men, not those belonging to specialists as such. They
will be "common disciplines" applicable to the materials
of many subject matter fields, not special disciplines
applicable only within particular fields as presently
staked out.
Much attention has been given, in the face of increasing specialization, to programs of "general education."
But these have been conceived largely in terms of addition and subtraction; a certain number of "distribution
requirements" mixed with "specialization requirements."
Might not the experimental college ask afresh: What
ought the engineer be getting from his work in the
humanities and the social sciences? Some information
about selected books or cultures? Somebody's ideas
about what is essential in old books or other cultures?
Or disciplines for recovery and discovery which may be
employed on any strange materials in such a way as to
enlarge his or her perceptions for present engagements?
Colleges have inherited from the nineteenth century
a separation of "the sciences and the humanities" or
of "the arts and sciences" (a separation rendered more
acute by a tightly hyphenated science-and-technology
in the twentieth century). During recent decades colleges have helped to adumbrate new fields of study,
especially in the social sciences which were sometimes
expected to fill in the gaps. The resulting diversity of
subject matter fields is occasionally lamented as a
"fragmentation of knowledge," which colleges then seek
to repair by means of "interdisciplinary" studies providing occasions for "cross-fertilization."
Some impregnation can and does happen as hoped.
Historical studies throw some light on poetic and scientific texts; the latter afford data for historical narrations. But even more basic questions can be asked of
all these sorts of texts. One may seek to uncover the
very forms of discovery and judgment and the very
structures of fact and statement which went into their
production. Such questions do not enable actual professional work in any special field; but they do create
appreciation for what is to be found in such fields, and
they are the questions which eventually produce innovations within them.
"Common disciplines" have not been adequately clarified nor developed with a view to present social and
technological realities, including the close admixture
of cultures in city and world and the communicative
possibilities and perils of new media. They are the
disciplines which will be needed to reshape educational
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practices (as well as practices in other spheres) during
the next decades, if such reforms are not to be left to
comparatively unreflective pressures and counterpressures in the society.
The present program with freshmen in Christ College
seems to this visitor (who bears no direct responsibility
for it) a remarkable attempt to point attention toward
such "common disciplines." The course is based in part
on an earlier experiment at the University of Chicago.
It employs experimental features of a logistical sort :
forty newcomers to the university are joined with six
faculty, most of whom also serve in departmental fields,
for sixteen credit hours (roughly half their work) during the year.
The students gather regularly in groups as small as
six with one faculty, and of twelve with two faculty, for
analysis of reading and writing - that none should be
lost. (Recall that Robert Lowell could not remember the
quality of Sylvia Plath's work in his course.) Since judgment and presentation are as much at issue as correct
English usage, faculty write back to students very nearly as much as they receive. Two plenary sessions are
given over each week to scholars who place individual
texts into special contexts of inquiry and comparison,
or to activists, actual productions of plays, and simulation games or trials that serve to remind everyone that
the reading and writing are about something.
Various participants might offer (in fact, do offer)
differing versions of what is and is not taking place in
this course. Here's mine. No very thorough effort is being made to introduce students to the special materials
and methods of the subject matter fields in the university, except to point in their direction on the occasion
of reading documents which customarily fall within the
purview of those fields. Rather, texts have been chosen
and arranged in pairs or in triplets which address a
common subject or profess a similar task while focusing
their precise subject matter and forming their judgments in distinctly different ways.

Rigor over Rigidity, Functions over Functionaries
In a first exercise, for example, C. Wright Mills'
The Power Elite and Robert Dahl's Who Governs? are
allowed to raise a similar question concerning the
democratic adequacy of polity in American society. The
student is compelled to observe how the two authors
construct their fads and offer their warrants very differently. Dahl points to actual urban decisions and
tallies externally observable data like votes, proposals,
and vetoes, while struggling with the task of identifying
"key political decisions" needed to make his point.
Mills refers to "non-decisions" at a national scale, to a
complex of facts in which significant matters are kept
off the public agenda through the institutional ability
of some men to mobilize bias or to immobilize protagonists - an hypothesis which refers for a part of its
warrant to the feelings and ideals of the readers.
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Though they read certain supplementary papers,
students did not follow out the long discussion between
"Power Elitists" and "Pluralists" in social and political
science (except to hear from a faculty member that these
groups are no longer drinking together at professional
meetings). They did not try to distinguish the variety
of methods employed by social theorists. But they did
learn that the special disciplines include structures of
facts, that facts are not merely found but (as the word
implies) are also made, that they are not "value-free"
but rather depend on values (just as values depend on
facts), and that various sorts of judgments and warrants
may come into play. These students need not, on encountering new or divergent facts in the social sciences,
assume either that older facts have now been refuted or
that, after all, no knowledge is dependable or absolute.
The Freshman group then shifted to "historical"
narrative in a broader than usual sense. What sort of
sequences and consequences are set forth by Thucydides
in The Peloponnesian War? And what is the nature of
his claim that the narrative is "exact" (though he wrote
without transcripts of speeches he reproduced) and
that the narrative bears significance for all subsequent
generations? (A visitor from an "oral history" project
among laborers in Gary laid claim, similarly, to a validity not found in histories drawn from records ordinarily preserved.)
Later the group took up samples of "holy history" in
the gospels of Mark and John, which also lay claim in
their own way to exactness and to universal significance,
while differing from each other in terms, sequences,
and specific effects. Thus students learned to identify
a broader discipline of "history," within which they
may go on to examine the special methods and import
of modern histories which share (and quarrel about)
more particular canons.
Next, several Platonic dialogues were read, especially
the Apology and the Crito in which Socrates defended
his earlier actions and a present inaction in divergent
ways, and in which principles and circumstances were
joined in persuasive argument. (A piece by Max Weber
was omitted, regrettably, which would have entered
larger-scale consequences into questions of ethical
decision.) Similarly, a Shakesperean play (Measure
for Measure, employing a theme from the gospels), a
novel by Graham Greene, and poetry of T. S. Eliot
provided imaginative constructions for broad questions
of literary analysis entailing sensitive judgments and
corresponding modes of presentation. C. Wright Mills
had spoken of "plots" in polity; here students spoke of
"arguments" in poetry.
This very diversity of compositions, some more theoretic, some more practical or moral, some more poetic
or esthetic (though words like "demonstration," "judgment," and "construction" could move freely among
them) raised questions of how such manifold considerations might be related to one another. So the readings
shifted in the second semester to larger works which
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undertake to connect such diversified considerations
to one another and to reality through basic principles.
These larger works were again of differing sorts: Plato.
Aristotle, and Sigmund Freud. Such an attack on comparative systemization (to be distinguished from "systems analysis" which allows no conceptual reconstructions) requires the extended time allotted in each week
of this course. In the first half of the second semester a
foundation was laid for intensive work in particular
"masterpieces" during the last months of the term. Each
student is now at work on a particular masterpiece,
identifying it in terms of its intrinsic constructions and
judgments, methods and principles.
No participant in this course would claim that he had
received anything but the barest introduction to subject matters or methods as defined within the departments of the university - though all have encountered
certain texts which they will meet again in those departments for specialist examination. Specialists might
justifiably complain that these students are still a lonK
way from the particular rigors needed in subject matter
fields ; but they are also likely to be most appreciative
of such rigors when they meet them and also most perceptive of rigidities which may lurk around them.
These students have everything left to learn about
special functions within university departments and
societal systems; but there is reason to hope they will
never become simple functionaries in either sort of
place.

A Tyranny of Facts and the Disciplines of Freedom
The course we have described points to most basic
disciplines of discovery, recovery, presentation and
argument; and these will become a matter for further
corporate clarification and development in subsequent
work in the college. In the face of present realities confronting students - of established competencies and
massive organizations as well as their own vocational
future - this form of education may seem little more
than playful. Yet it is a form of play which seems essential.
The notion has been given out through popular books
purveyed in living color from every newsstand and
drug counter, and perhaps inadvertently by standard
science courses, that "facts" are hard, uniform, storable,
and presently exploding at such a rate thaf nobody can
handle them and everybody can only react to them.
"Future shock" has set in. The only remedies prescribed
at present are therapies which try to adapt the human
organism to new outputs or conferences at which the
humanities try to "catch up" with the sciences. The
necessary (though not yet sufficient) measure for stemming or turning the tide of facts is one of learnin~ all
over again that facts are constructed and hypotheses
tested in the light of human purposes and judgments.
The most obvious victim of the present "tyranny of
facts" is any genuinely fruitful contact with older books
and other cultures. These become sorted for pre-scienThe Cresset

tific errors or pre-technical oddities. Or they become
interpreted on the basis of some general conception of
human nature which must have found expression in
them. They are not customarily read or attended to in
such a way as to enlarge our ability to see and hear
within our own spheres.
A "tyranny of facts" leads to a "tyranny of rules" the assumption that facts are joined in sequences and
consequences of only one sort. We have enjoyed astonishing mechanical advances, but "invention" has lost its
classical meaning. We view the future merely through
extrapolation of current trends, forming projections
which today strike terror, or we fantasize a revolution
which amounts to little more than a change of personnel.
We speak of "creativity" but are not able to distinguish
"creative" activities from those which are merely bizarre
or odd. Our "creative" products are readily assimilated
to current practices; the counter-culture quickly becomes an over-the-counter culture.
Yet basic disciplines of invention are to be observed
in successful cultural revolutions of the past; formative
changes were brought about by shifting common devices
of discovery and judgment from one field of inquiry
to another. It seems unlikely that any genuine innovations will take place which do not rest, in that sense,
on tradition.
The issues of our day are raised, and presumably
should be resolved, through argument. Attempts to reduce such argument to a single linguistic frame, whether
of a more nominal or a more rational sort, seldom succeed in even stating the questions at issue, much less in
resolving them. But the present state of argument is
reflected in our disdain for "rhetoric" and in our use
of the word "communication" for advertising, public
relations, and one-way messages of every sort.
There have been times when "rhetoric" referred to
persuasion through discovery - explicitly not through
cajolery or mindless satisfaction. It required skills not
merely of reducing or assimilating arguments, but of
discriminating and developing arguments. This often
makes possible a movement to new inquiries or common
actions on the basis of arguments that differ. The only
alternative is "persuasion" of a questionable sort - or
force. (The "urban semester," a four month program of
issue-oriented study in Chicago sponsored by Christ
College, provides occasions for bringing such a discipline of argument to bear on social issues and debate.)
Veteran academics will recognize in the above paragraphs three old friends - grammar, logic, and rhe-

toric. But formulations of the liberal arts have been so
often convoluted in history, and are at present so constricted in practice, that it is scarcely any help to say
so. Members of a church-related college may sense a
peculiar constraint in this matter, since the disciplines
required for healthy survival in the church bear a striking resemblance: canonics (appropriate construction
and judgment of statements), exegesis and hermeneutics (a more than philological or historical reading of
ancient texts), homiletics (presentations which convince
not by cajoling but by revealing, by "telling it like it
is"), and systematics (relating a variety of theological
considerations to each other and to the real). Such disciplines may indeed help us reconceive the liberal arts;
but we must not suppose, simply because they are exercised within the camp, that theological arts are entirely free of hernial constraints.
A case can be made, accordingly, for giving renewed
attention to common disciplines within the modern university, and even for providing specially for that task in
an honors-experimental college. Such attention to common disciplines is not, of course, an honorable course
only for the honors-experimental college. These disciplines themselves are applicable to materials in every
subject matter field, where they serve to expose the facts,
methods, principles, and inventions that are in use.
They are in fact exercised, more or less consciously,
everywhere on campus. (In the English department,
freshmen give explicit attention to "rhetoric" and an
upper level course is presently devoted to universal
grammar.) The curricular enterprise of the experimental college is one in which all members of the university
have a stake; and such an investment finds its warrant
through interaction, formal and informal, with other
work on campus.
President Kingman Brewster of Yale gave notice recently that his university would serve neither to train
guerrillas for revolution nor to train functionaries for
present systems. Such a statement makes good sense
only by reference to common disciplines at work
throughout the university. Those disciplines have
little directly to do with summoning motivations or
with marshalling forces in the society. Yet even "free
spirits" and "freedom movements" require disciplines
of freedom in order to function well. Traditionally,
those disciplines have been entrusted to the university;
but they do not stay there.
They are disciplines not only for humanists but for
humans, not only for the academic life but for - life.

Still, the S i g n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - You will never reach your hand
to circle my stunned wrist
like alien music from your land Only our eyes have kissed.

You will never shape for me,
with your hand closing mine,
a bracelet, amber and ebony Yet nothing brakes the sign.

In your blood lost centuries pour
denial of my white
joy against your dark - No door
shelters us from night.
BONNIE McCONNEL

April, 1972
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Urban Affairs

Take Me To Your Leader
Thus says the Lord:
"Go down to the house of the king ofJudah,
and speak there this word; and say,
'Hear the word of the Lord, 0 King ofJudah,
who sit on the throne of David, you, and your servants,
and your people who enter these gates.
Thus says the Lord: Do justice and righteousness
and deliver from the hand of the oppressor
him who has been robbed. And do no wrong or violence
to the alien, the fatherless, and the widow,
nor shed innoeent blood in this place.
For if you will indeed obey this word,
then there shall enter the gates of this house
kings who sit on the throne of David,
riding in chariots and on horses,
they, and their servants, and their people.
But if you will not heed these words,
I swear by myself, says the Lord,
that this house shall become a desolation."'
Jeremiah 22:1-5

Jeremiah had it somewhat easier than does Jesse
Jackson. He knew where power lay. Much of his life
was spent warning, pleading, and threatening - carrying on a running battle with the kings of Judah. He
knew where one went if he wanted results. He went to
the house of the king.
In those days kings listened to prophets. Sometimes
they a~Teed. Always they had the power to say yes or
no and to deliver if they said yes.
Prophets knew where they stood. Jeremiah didn't
have to decide whether the power structure of Judah
was pluralist or elite. It was not necessary to commission
a social scientific study of the local leadership.
Who today has the power to see that, in the cities,
justice and righteousness will be done? More often than
not one thinks of the mayor. After all, he was elected
by the people and heads up the executive branch of
municipal government. He should be able to see to it
that no wrong or violence is done to the alien and the
fatherless.
But mayors obviously don't conceive of themselves
as figures who have the power and resources necessary
to change the situation of the poor. In fact the chronic
plaint one hears from the city halls of the nation is that
if only the federal government would be more generous
in its funding of their plans for the city's renewal , the
urban ills in their towns could be solved.
Yet, as I attempted to suggest in my December column
in this journal, there is little relation between the stated
goals of social legislation and its impact on its alleged
beneficiaries. Even if more money were siphoned off
to the cities its impact on the dispossessed would probably be negative.
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But a mayor does not act in a vacuum. In fact he responds to the interests and the pressure groups who
have some end to be gained by the way public affairs
are conducted. These include, for example, labor
unions, the commercial elite, ethnic groups, the media
and to an increasing extent the police and other public
servants on the municipal payroll.
Our search for the source of power might well take us
to the next most obvious source, officials in banking
and real estate enterprises.
Yet bank vice-presidents will be quick to point out
how circumscribed their power is. There are many
things they'd like to do but company policy, the commitment to profit, the shareholders interests - these come
first.
Apparently someone has power, but it's never the
person speaking.
The media? Shapers of consensus but without formal
authority. Ethnic groups? They can elect a mayor and
serve as one of his reference groups but share with
many other forces a severely limited slice of the influence over him.
So power, at one time clearly located, has been refracted into a multitude of places and colors by the
prisms of democracy, bureaucratization and technological development. Who is the king?
If the king is no longer an institution or a person,
it is probably something much more ambiguous and
difficult to perceive. Perhaps power is actually a system
of relationships and understandings shared by those
who participate most fully in the tangible rewards of
corporate capitalism.
Perhaps we have met the king and he is us. The problem for us as king, of course, is that each one of us
feels impotent. The important institutions of our society
are so vast - and so immune to change for the better.
Of course, overly ambitious expectations of change
for the better would lead each one of us to frustration.
Perceiving that we cannot effect the kind of major
change society needs, we are tempted to retreat from
the field. The king abdicates and, in effect, the king is
dead.
But if the quest for the leader ends with us, some
lively third course of action must be found other than
frustration and flight. It is this search for another path
which is occupying the minds of some of our country's
best young minds. Discouraged by the knowledge learned bitterly by their elder brothers and sisters in the
sixties - that there is no one American king - their
consciences are yet uncomfortable with the prospect of
retreating to Taos or Winnetka. Their decisions will
merit our attention and conceivably our support.
The Cresset

Political Affairs

The People, Who?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y JAMES NUECHTERLEIN

Among the more durable and less useful models of
democratic society is that which conceives of political
controversy as a perpetual struggle between the People
and the Interests. The essential weakness of such a
model is immediately apparent: it is easy enough to
specify various Interests in society - they surround
us in uncountable profusion - but who , in any meaningful sense, are the People? Since virtually all significant political groups and ideologies claim that identity
for themselves, the dubiety of the whole notion becomes,
or should become, clear.
Its one evident value consists in the insight it can provide into the self-image, and thus the ideology, of political movements. One can, for example, help clarify
differences between America's Populist, Progressive
and New Deal movements by identifying what each
characteristically had in mind when it conjured up its
particular version of the People in whose name it purported to speak and act. Beyond this particular use,
however, the model is essentially valueless for either
descriptive or analytical purposes.
Yet it persists, an enduring testimony both to a kind
of sentimental populism and to America's continuing
predilection for Manichean politics. When politicians
speak of the People in this context, their reference is
more often qualitative than quantitative. They mean
the virtuous People, the real People, the authentic
People - not necessarily, or even usually, the majority.
A common instance might be found among the
burgeoning ranks of "community organizers," themselves normally middle class in origin, who claim to
represent the People in the form of the poor and unorganized. Given America's middle class structure, the
People the organizers purport to represent necessarily
comprise a small minority of the total community;
more than that, these Peoples' groups themselves typically represent but a tiny fraction of the poor and unorganized. Thus unrepresentative leaders, speaking
for minorities of minorities, become the voice of the
People.
Much of this is simply the common hyperbolic stuff
of political rhetoric and of no great significance or
danger in itself. But the image of the People vs. the
Interests has insinuated itself into our political thought
in other ways that do require attention and concern.
There is, first of all, the problem of scapegoating. If
we assume that the people are virtuous, how do we
explain why things in society so often and so badly go
wrong? The answer from the model, of course, is that
the will of the wise and good People is continually being thwarted by the machinations of the selfish Interests. Throughout history, men have concocted an endless run of villainous Interests upon which to heap the
April, 1972

responsibility for their disappointments and frustrations: the Vatican, the Illuminati, the Wall Street bankers, the international Jewish conspiracy, the merchants
of death, the "Eastern Establishment" press, "pointyheaded" intellectuals, the military-industrial complex.
(It may seem unduly tendentious to include the military-industrial complex in such a grouping, but I think
it justified. There is some irony in observing some liberals who, barely able to contain their mirth or anger
at right wing fantasies concerning Communist or Jewish conspiracies, nonetheless accept as hard-nosed
reality the existence of the military-industrial complex
as both a palpable entity and the putative source of
American foreign and military policy.)
Most of our scapegoating is on less grand a scale, but
even in diminished forms it is damaging to useful political or cultural analysis. Does American society sometimes appear grossly materialistic? Why, then, blame
those devious manufacturers and advertising men who
manipulate the helpless citizenry in such a way as to
force unwanted goods upon them. Does the issue of
race relations continue to bedevil the country? The
fault, of course, lies with those divisive politicians who
incite a public, otherwise suffused with brotherly love,
to an unnatural prejudice. Is American cultural life
less than exhilarating? Look to the grasping television
networks that deprive us of our beloved ballet and
poetry reading and force us instead to wallow in All
in the Family.
A clearly superior model to that of the People against
the Interests dates at least as far back in the American
experience as James Madison, who with the other Constitution-makers operated on a theory of factions, or
what might be called a model of the Interests vs. the
Interests. Now as Madison understood and anyone with
sense knows, there are Interests and Interests. Not all
are of equal weight and there is no automatic or even
easy way of maintaining a proper and just balance
among them. Often large Interests do in fact act in a way
approximating the worst-imagined villainies of the
People-Interests model. But it is still one thing to recognize that large industrial firms and the Pentagon have
disproportionate influences on certain key policy
decisions, as they demonstrably do, and quite another
to assume that munitions makers and generals operate
as a kind of shadow government behind our democratic
facade, as they demonstrably do not.
It is most beguiling to suppose that we could end our
troubles simply by arousing the virtuous many against
the selfish few. But neither in politics nor in morality
does comfort come so cheap: the People is Us, but so
are the Interests.
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From the Chapel

Piety and Protocol
By F. THOMAS TROTTER

D••n of Th• School of Theo/on •t Ci111V1mo11t
Cl•IVlmont, Clllifornl•

We are living in one of those times in history when
orders are changing. New perceptions of human destiny
and community are proposed and accepted with stunning authority. Political crises probe the very heart of
our national purpose. Ecological crises face us with the
furniture of apocalypse. Religious crises point us to the
need for tJ;ie recovery of human decency and trust in
our common life under God.
This is not a time for formal address. Former ways of
speaking to serious problems - equivocation, indirect
address, platitude, the rhetoric of the old politics ring more loudly in their hollowness. And the flaccid
obedience in word and deed we have given to the promises in the Gospel now show up for the evasions of the
Gospel they always were.
There is a word for the studied response and the formal gesture that obscures the pain and irony in the
human situation. The word is "protocol." Protocol is
that body of ceremony so honored . among the privileged in state, university, and church for its usefulness
in defining priority. But there is another word with a
history of usefulness in defining priority and that word
is "piety." Piety is the life of profound reverence toward
God and neighbor. The joys and concerns of such a life
are not expressed in priority for oneself, but priority
for God and one's neighbor.
The root words in Greek for "protocol" are the words
"first" and "glue." In ancient times the protocols were
diplomatic agreements regarding rank and privilege.
The papyri on which they were written were actually
glued together and sealed so that no amendments or
changes could be made. In our time some of the protocols have come unglued. They have come unglued in
state, university, and church.
The carefully prescribed rituals of protocol in the
Paris peace talks are strangely incongruous against
the backdrop of a war dragging into its twelfth year.
Universities in our time, lovers of rank and status, have,
despite claims to humanism, been shown to be relatively indifferent to human values. The churches, even the
Roman Catholic church, have been deeply shaken by
resolute religious who sense the urgency of servanthood
to God and man over rank and institutional privilege.
From the point of view of protocol, things are coming
unglued.
The history of Israel and the churches is a history of
warfare between protocol and piety. The prophets of
Israel unglued protocol. The gravest offense against
God in Israel was to care more for "good form" than for
a lively obedience to God's will. It is curious that we
fail to note that the Biblical tradition is full of protests
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against "good form" which evades obedience. Jeremiah
walked naked through Jerusalem to call attention to
the danger of trusting in military alliances and not the
Lord of hosts. Hosea likened the religious functionaries
of his day to a prostitute. And there is a wonderful line
in S~inger's Franny and Zooey, referring to the bad
form of Jesus in the temple: "You never could love any
son of God who went around kicking over tables and
chairs."
If the gravest offense was caring more for protocol,
then the proper sense of piety was to care more for
justice, truth, tenderness, mercy, integrity, love, the
poor, the orphans and widows, the hungry and imprisoned. In the tenth chapter of Mark, there are three sayings of Jesus that give us a clue to the style of religious
life which confounds protocol and outlines a new piety
and compassion.
First, Jesus makes the point that the right relationship
with the world, God, neighbor, and self is possible only
if one is like a child. Children are sublimely indifferent
to protocol. Maybe Jesus meant that a person needs an
attitude of childlikeness - guileless expectancy. But,
more probably, he meant that children simply take what
is offered without conditions, without fear. For most of
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us the joy of a fully received life has withered away in
fear and caution by the time we are adults. What dies
in caution is the self that might have been, and we are
still fearful of the self we have become. Remember that
marvelous scene in Robert Bolt's A Man for All Seasons,
when Sir Thomas More, frustrated at the equivocation
and caution of his friend Norfolk, pushed his finger
into the generous midsection of the duke and said, "Is
there not something here that is Norfolk?"
We are living in a time when some are becoming sensitive once again to the gracious gift and authority of
life. Those without rank - the poor, the disenfranchised, the innocents caught in the crossfires of the
privileged - are suspecting that life is too important to
be left to the mercy of rank and protocol. A full life is
the promise of God and that promise is being believed
despite the efforts of the privileged to reserve it for
themselves or the efforts of protoc9ls which would
reserve it for some other time and place.
Second, Mark records a conversation between Jesus
and the so-called rich young ruler. Here was a proper
man. A clergyman would like a vestry full of them. He
fulfilled all of the expected duties. He could be counted
on. He helped balance the budget. But he was disturbed
about the direction of his life. "What must I do?" he
asked. "Go, sell all that you have, give it to the poor,
and then follow me." How difficult to give up the comforts of privilege. How very shaking it is to live outside
protocol. How utterly devastating it is to discover how
very fragile our privileges, even our achievements,
really are.
It is noteworthy in this account that the friends of
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Grace and Glue and the Gift ofLife
So there is the divine promise: life is full if it is received as a gift - as a child would receive a gift. If it is
not accepted as a child, because of the weight of protocol and privilege, we may expect the malaise of meaninglessness. The response to the gift of life which is
required of us is an absolute response to God which conditions all other loyalties, even those familial, patriotic,
and economic. This is hardly a recipe for "successful
living," but it is a promise that the peace of God which
passes understanding lies beyond privilege and protocol. In the warfare between protocol and piety the childlike will receive the gift of life and the rich and proud
will be confounded. The first will be last and the last
will be first.
Flannery O'Connor, in her short story, "Revelation,"
tells about a good woman, Mrs. Turpin, ''whose life
consisted in bearing audibly the burdens of goodness
and responsibility." One day, without warning, a girl
sitting across a doctor's waiting room and tiring of the
self-esteem in Mrs. Turpin's chatter about the many
ways she worked to make things better for her black
farm hands and poor white trash, threw a book at her
and shouted: "You are a wart-hog from Hell!"
Mrs. Turpin became unglued. That evening, hosing
off her hogs, she pondered what could possibly have
caused such an attack on her. She shouted her rage to
God: "Go on, call me a hog!. .. Put that bottom rail on
the top. There'll still be a top and a bottom... Who do
you think you are?"
The question carried over the pasture and across the
highway and the cotton field and returned to her
clearly like an answer from beyond the wood.

- ~----

Words ori9inated.
from a desire to
commun1ca-te .
Jrlan ol,dJrows hiJ
pri tnifive defiuJ.

11't decide it should go left or right? Go where it goes.
-Arlo Guthrie
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Jesus were astonished at this conversation. "If this man
cannot be saved," they said,"then what hope is there for
anyone else?" Rectitude is not righteous enough. Our
standing before God is measured by the call of Jesus to
"follow me" and that piety which begins and abides in
trust and obedience to that call. All other marks of
status are not only deceptive but profoundly idolatrous.
Third, Jesus presses his call even further. In the Gospel of Mark we read that not even those sacred ties with
family and country are to stand in the way of the call
into a full and responsible life. In a culture that has
valued the protocols of family, country, and property
almost above all other values, these words of our Lord
must be embarrassing if they are to be healing.

Then like a monumental statue coming to life, she
bent her head slowly and gazed, as if through the very
heart of mystery, down into the pig parlor at the hogs.
Until the sun slipped finally behind the tree line, Mrs.
Turpin remained there with her gaze bent to them as
if she were absorbing some abysmal life-giving knowledge. At last she lifted her head. There was only a
purple streak in the sky, cutting through a field of
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crimson and leading, like an extension of the highway,
into the descending dusk. She raised her hands from
the side of the pen in a gesture hieratic and profound.
A visionary light settled in her eyes. She saw the
streak as a vast swinging bridge extending upward
from the earth through a field of living fire. Upon it
a vast horde of souls were rumbling toward heaven.
There were whole companies of white-trash, clean for
the first time in their lives, and bands of black niggers
in white robes, and battalions of freaks and lunatics
shouting and clapping and leaping like frogs. And
bringing up the end of the procession was a tribe of
people whom she recognized at once as those who, like
herself... , had always had a little of everything and

the God-given wit to use it right. She leaned forward
to observe them closer. They were marching behind
the others with great dignity, accountable as they had
always been for good order and common sense and
respectable behavior. They alone were on key. Yet
she could see by their shocked and altered faces that
even their virtues were being burned away.

In the woods around her the invisible cricket choruses
had struck up, but what she heard were the voices of
the souls climbing upward into the starry field and
shouting hallelujah.
Amen.

Alchemy Vindicated in our Age
By LOUIS E. BITTRICH

Chairman, English Department
Texas Lutheran College
Seguin, Texas

The traditional founder of all so-called hermetic arts
is Hermes Trismegistus (Thrice-great), the name given
to one, or perhaps to several artisan priests in Egypt of
around the twentieth century B.C. His knowledge of
metalworking was continued secretly by the priestly
adepts in his tradition, as was usually the case with the
"sacred" knowledge of primitive times. Thus, mystery
and magic were associated with alchemical processes
from the beginning. 1
Even in those centuries which we cannot really call
primitive, mystery still surrounded the work of alchemy. Although now we are accustomed to thinking of
it as an occult forerunner of modern chemistry, in which
some of the principles of the chemical nature of matter,
as well as some valuable laboratory procedures were
discovered , the alchemists' view of their work was quite
different. It seemed to be all bound up somehow with
psychology and religion - and furthermore they did
appear to have known the difference:
The ancients knew more or less what chemical processes were :
they must have known that the thing they practised was , to say the
least of it, no ordinary chemistry. That they realized the difference
is shown even in the title of a treatise by (Pseudo-) Democritus,
ascribed in the first century : TA PHYSIKA KAI TA MYSTIKA . . .
If the alchemist is admittedly using the chemical process only symbolically . then why does he work in a laboratory with crucibles and
alembics? . .. This puzzle has proved something of a headache to
many an honest and well-meaning student of alchemy.2

We do not really have an answer to the problem, except
to repeat what we already know, that before the eighteenth century, no knowledge was held secular in our
sense: science, philosophy, religion, and psychology
were among the many related aspects of a unified existence. 3
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There are also the more obvious and well-known
reasons why alchemy was kept mysterious throughout
the centuries. The field was filled with charlatans
making extravagant claims about having accomplished
all sorts of things. Many said they had made gold. But
they did not stop there. The Philosopher's Stone of
their search, the elixir vitae, could also restore health,
even bestow immortality. Other statements were couched in such mysterious language that exactly what was
being claimed is not even certain.
Not all adepts were of this type, however, as we might
have been led to believe. The study of alchemy was an
avenue for the real pursuit of knowledge in the Middle Ages, and some of the most respected names of that
time must be included in the list of experimenters,
among them Roger Bacon and St. Thomas Aquinas.
What were men with minds of this caliber doing in
their laboratories? Many of them were not really sure:
they knew they were conducting experiments according
to the veiled advice of traditional authorities. Sometimes they actually stumbled upon results of various
kinds, and sometimes they did not. But if their language
was mysterious when they reported their findings, the
reason was that there was little real physical evidence
to be reported. And often what they were able to report,
they little understood. Not fraud, but honesty made
them obscure.
Sometimes they came surprisingly close to the truth
as we understand it in our age. But the fact remains
that their models, often based on philosophy and religion instead of on observation, were different in some
essential ways, and it is those differences which stood
in the way of significant discovery. Four of these models
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concerning the nature of matter are of interest because
of their closeness to our own. First, they emphasized
the fluid nature of the universe. All things were in a
state of flux: water was evaporating or freezing, or it
was nourishing plants, fire was turning known substances into quite new ones, men grew old, seasons
changed. Change in fact seemed to be the most constant
principle of the universe.
Furthermore, this change had a definite direction,
in their view: all things were growing toward perfection. The animal world aspired toward the condition of
man. Man himself longed for immortality. Their concept of what we consider "dead" matter is related to
this, for the principle of animism in nature applied not
only to plants and animals, but to minerals. Metals were
believed to be alive and actually growing within the
bosom of the earth. 4 The idea was held so strongly that
when primitive men mined the earth for metals, they
thought of it as an abortion, the effecting of a premature
birth. If tin, for example, had been left for a longer time
in the earth, it would have become silver, brass would
eventually have grown to gold.
Another model of the nature of matter conceived of
all metals as alloys of some simpler elements. According to the Arabian alchemist Geber, sulphur and mercury rarely exist on the earth in a pure state. If, however,
they could be made "perfectly pure and combined in
the most perfect natural equilibrium, the product would
be the most perfect of metals, gold" 5 The alchemist,
then, tried not only to imitate gold, but to transmute
his baser elements into the nobler substance. He had
simply to defy time by bringing those metals to the
state of perfection they would have achieved if left
long enough in the earth.

The Virgin's Milk and the Philosopher's Stone
How do our own models of the universe compare
with the ancient one? Though our chemical elements
are more stable then they thought (but less fixed than
nineteenth-century chemist believed),6 we still retain a
concept of the fluid nature of the universe. According
to the arrangement of the periodic table and the intricate nature of bonding, most elements aspire to the
condition of the noble gases. Thus matter does have a
goal, or rather several periodic goals, rather than just
silver or gold; but the principle is similar.
We no longer consider the mineral universe to be
actually alive in their sense, yet the principle of "growth"
remains too: evolutionary growth of elements both forward and backward through the periodic table. At
temperatures above those of the ordinary chemist, but
below those of the nuclear physicist, elements seem to
evolve. Willard F. Libby called this "hot chemistry"
when he introduced it as a new area in 1950.7 But he
had been preceded in 1900 by astrophysicist Norman
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Lockyer, who found that the atmospheres of hot young
stars contained light elements, and those of the older,
colder stars, heavier ones. He postulated an evolutionary build-up of elements already in 1900 in his Inorganic Evolution.a The reverse of this direction, from
heavy elements to lighter ones, has been demonstrated
dramatically in the process of radioactive decay.
The third model, that all matter is a combination of
some basic elements, needs only a slight adjustment:
we must substitute for earth, air, fire, and water, or for
sulphur and mercury, the components of the nucleus
as we now understand them. We may even give them the
name of elements, for in radio-active equation, a proton
is indistinguishable from a hydrogen nucleus (1 H 1 ),
and an alpha particle is identical with a helium nucleus

foHe4 ).
Then there is the fourth assumption, that imitation
and transmutation were possible in the laboratory. For
us there is no longer any point in imitating the desired
metals, for the dream of the alchemists has come true
in our time : metals can be and have been transmuted.
We have in fact defied time and created the synthetic
elements by the use of principles of periodicity and
radioactivity (in elements 93-104 and others). And we
have made gold.
But what is possible to do in the twentieth century
with nuclear reactors and cyclotrons is a far cry from
the procedures of Paracelsus. Although we cannot know
exactly what went on in those ancient laboratories, we
have some general ideas. Their aim, taking the lead
from Geber and others, was to purify their materials
so carefully that they would reach the basic element,
the prima materia, of nature, which in turn would yield
the wondrous Philosopher's Stone or transmuting agent.
One needed much more than the right heat or the right
vessels. The adept had to be in the correct frame of
mind: "healthy, humble, patient, chaste . . . he must
work, meditate, pray." 9 And God had to be on their
side; for "the source of it all is the Divine Will." 10 After
all this preparation, they were ready to mix their elements, and a fantastic mixture it was, too. A formula
for the imitation (vs. transmutation, presumably) of
gold accompanies this article, along with some guesses
at modem formulas. 11
Several misunderstandings led them to these preposterous machinations in the laboratory. First of all, they
had no concept of compounds. Mercury, when heated,
became a bright red powder. We have a simple formula
for it:
2 Hg+ 0 2 -+ 2Hg0.
But they did not know the properties of air, or the principle of oxidation; naturally they assumed they had
created a new element. If it was possible to make that
kind of change by the simple application of heat, how
much easier must it be to change tin into silver, or brass
into gold? 12 Other misunderstandings were caused by
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the fact that they did not know metals could be held in
solution. If they would drop an iron filing in blue vitriol
CuS04 .5H20) the filing would become coated with
copper. This appeared to alchemists to be a transformation of matter.
Water too had mysterious properties. Even when laboratory test conditions were very careful, they still fell
into fantastic errors. One conscientious experimenter
planted a 5-lb. willow tree in a tub containing 200 lbs.
of earth. At the end of five years of careful watering, he
found that his tree weighed 169 lbs., while the earth had
lost a mere 2 oz. He could only surmise that the water
had transmuted itself into leaves, limbs, and bark !1 3

The Shade of the Sun and the Saliva of the Moon
In the transmutation processes of the twentl·e th century the significant properties of an element are quite
different; the make-up of the nucleus itself was hardly
guessed at by earlier adepts. There are several modern
methods of transmuting elements, the latest having been
announced just over a year ago by Professor Joseph
Cerny at Berkeley. In addition to the process of spontaneous fission, where certain nuclei split more or less in
half, the other demonstrated methods of transmutation
before last year were:I 4
1) emission of an alpha particle:
9z lJ23B---? 90 Th234 +

2He4

FORMULA FOR GOLDMAKING
mercury, 8 parts
Hg
Au
filings of gold, 4 parts
filings of good silver, 5 parts
Ag
filings of brass, and
Cu/Zn alloy
flower of copper, called by
the Greeks chalcantum, 12 parts CuS0.4
yellow orpiment, 6 parts
A~S3
Au/Ag alloy
electrum, 12 parts

Mix all the filings with the mercury to the consistency of
wax. Add electrum and orpiment; then add
vitriol
CuS04 · 5H 2 0
alum
AlK(S04 )2
Place the whole in a dish on burning charcoal; boil it
gently, sprinkling into it
C6H4N2C6 H4
safran, infused in
CH3 COOH
some vinegar
and a little natron
Na2CO.i.lOH20
Sprinkle little by little until it is dissolved and drunk up.
When the mass is solid, take it and you have gold with
increase. You will add to the preceding substances:
a little moonstQne, which is called
in Greek Afroselinum
KA1Si 30 8
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2) emission of a beta particle:
3) emission of a positron:

51 Sb

92 U2 39

120--1>

.
--I>
50 Sn

93 N
12o

p239 + -1 e0

+ 1 e0

The emission of a proton, announced by Cerny, had
already been predicted, but not until last year successfully demonstrated in the laboratory.1 5 Given the principles of radiochemistry it is now possible to make gold
in the laboratory, the dream of the medieval alchemists.
And it is most easily made from mercury, as so many
had guessed. 16
What is the link of alchemy to psychology and religion? As has been observed, the alchemists seemed
always to know that they were not doing pure experimental chemistry. Statements involving their own personal preparation and integrity indicate that, as well as
descriptions of the Philosopher's Stone, commonly identified with mercury, but also described in a myriad of
other ways. Six hundred different names for it were
given in one eighteenth-century list. Sulphur and lead
were two of the alternatives, as well as many more fanciful identifications: the Virgin's Milk, the Shade of the
Sun, Dry Water, the Saliva of the Moon.17
Gold was sought because it had always been considered the perfection of nature. If the living minerals of the
alchemists could be brought successfully through the
stages of purification, death, and resurrection, the ultimate perfection could be reached. 18 In exactly the same
way, men in the ancient mystery religions, by participating symbolically in the passion, death, and resurrection of their god, could attain the "gold" state for themselves. For gold has always been a symbol of immortality.
Thus the alchemist was always ultimately working on
himself. In our time the psychologist Jung has demonstrated the various ways in which the ancient alchemical
texts link the Philosopher's Stone symbolically with
Christ, the transmuting agent of the soul. It was always
as much a transformation of the psyche as of the philosopher's mercury.
We are now confronted with the renewed interest in
alchemy in our time. Although laboratory alchemy died
in the seventeenth century, the symbols of alchemy still
appear in the individual unconscious in spite of us .
Ari.alysts have found, in the dreams of modern men who
had no previous acquaintance with alchemy, the same
symbols as in the ancient texts. In Jung's view this curious phenomenon represents the continuing unconscious and completely autonomous effort of the psyche
toward its own transformation. The secularism and
"en-light-enment" of man in our age must be balanced
by a penetration into the darker and more spiritual
realms of the soul. If we make no conscious effort to
reach the deeper levels of awareness, the psyche itself
initiates the process without waiting for us. For a balance must be restored if we are to maintain our health.
The world of the twentieth century and the nature of
man are no longer endowed with their former sacred
qualities. But our unconscious self will not allow us to
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cheapen our real nature thus . An alchemical transformation will take place - in our dreams and secret
thoughts if not in the laboratory. "Thus slowly we are
coming to understand truths long ago taken for granted
in the religiously civilized world of India and China." 19
After passing through a skeptical eighteenth and
nineteenth century, when everything not directly observable in nature was rejected, we find that the ancient
assumption s of man for forty centuries before that time
1.

Word origins often give hint s of mean ing s and relotlonshlps when actual

are vindicated in the twentieth century - in chemistry
(though at first cautiously),20 in the principles of radioactivity, and in psychology, through renewed efforts
to penetrate the unconscious. It should be a humbling
experience: after two centuries of putting labels on various traditional pursuits like "superstition" and "pseudoscience," the real pseudo-science (false-knowledge) is
after all found to be in that very skepticism of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
16 .

hlstorlcol knowledge Is dim . Hermes , behind the word hermetic , Is also the
Greek equivalent of the god Mer cury , who Is In turn related to the element

2.

3.

many thought the prlma materla of the universe . Alchemy comes through
t he Arabian and Greek words for Egypt, the " black land, " where the occult
art was first practised . And In English , Egypt gives us the ward gypoy, which
Is filled with marvelous assoc iations of magic , astrology, fortune telling .
C. G . Jung , Poychology and Alchemy, trans . by R. F. C. Hull , Val. XII al
The Collected Works of C. G . Jung , Bolllngen Serles XX (Princeton , N. J .:
Princeton University Press, 1953 ), pp . 2'2-3 .
A perusal of some of the titles of " The Philosopher," as Aristotle was

found a strange deposit on a molfunctlonlng mercury lamp, and later
Identified the substance as gold . By Morch of that year , a report come that

both Mlethe and o Professor Nagooka In Japan were making gold by the
bombardment of mercury with electrons. (" Attempts at Art lflclol Gold ,"
literary Dlgeot, LXXXIV (March 1-', 192S), 26-7 .) There was much apprehension that our enemies had discovered a secret that could ruin the gold

market, and with which Germany In particular could pay off her war debts

known In the Middle Ages , wlll show us as much: Nlcomachean Ethic& ,

easily with no one the wiser . There followed the usual charlatans with their
extravagant claims . However, chemical societies seemed to accept the

Polltlc1, Phyolco , Reproduction of Anlmal1, On the Soul , Poetlc1, Meteor·
olagy, etc .
4.

findings of Mlethe. In the Literary DlgHI article , the reader was calmed

This doctrine of animism Is found In primitive people s of all times . Ellade
observes t hat the peasants of North Vietnam thought of the earth 's minerals

with the statement : " But there Is as yet no apparent reason for the alarm

that synthetic gold will upset the standard of the world 's currency. The
process , If possible, Is too expensive to be prof Itable . Altha (olc) gold Is more

In those terms al the time of his writing (1 956) : The Forge and the Cruel·
ble, trans . by Stephen Carrin (New York : Harper ond Brothers , 1962), p . 75 .
5.

than three hundred times as costJy as mercury, yet the electric current

David Premer , " Ancient Art of Alchemy," Natural Hlotory, LXXll (August,
1963), ,1 .,2 .

6.

8.
9.
10 .
11.

J. Edward Mercer , Alchemy : Its Science and Romance (New York : Mac-

7.

12 .
13.
1,.
15 .

would cost more than the value of the gold produced ." By 1932, however,
II was still possible for Wiiiiam D. Harkens lo soy In the Scientific American
(" Modern Alchemy: Photographing the Birth of an Alam ," CXLVI , 350-3),

Lawrence Bodosh , " How the ' Newer Alchemy ' Was Rece ived ," Scientific

American , CCXV (August, 1966), 89 .
Wiiiard F. Libby , " Hot Atom Chemistry," Scientific American , CLXXll
(March , 1950), U -,7 .
Badash , " ' Newer Alchemy,"' p . 95 .
El lade, Crucible, p . 159 .
Jung, quoting seventeenth-century texts, Poychology and Alchemy, p . 25, .
millan Co ., 1921 ), p . 82 .
Ibid ., p . 7' .
Ibid ., pp . 222-3 .
Gregory ~ - Choppln and Bernard Joffe, Chemlotry: Science of Matter, Energy,
and Chang• (Morristown , N. J .: Sliver Burdett Company, 1965 ), pp . 671 -2.
" Advances In Alchemy," Scientific American , CCXXIII ( December , 1970),
40-1 . He did It by measuring the reaction of metastable nuclel of cobalt 53 ,

creoted by bombarding nuclei of calcium

-'O

with nuclei of oxygen 16. The

neutron-deficient cobalt 53 nucleus then decoyed Into on Iron 50 nucleus
by the emission of a proton. The nuclear equation for this procedure Is:
20Ca

40

+.0 1• -

Co 53 + 1 H 1 + 2( 0 n 1 )
1
21 Co" 26 Fe" + 1 H
27

I've never been here before,
and now in a day when the wind
is full of shadows
and the shadows are filled with fear,
I sit here and suffer beside you.
Say nothing in silence:
One movement of your hand
has ended the pretext;
I am like a chip that flies,
I am carried on a thousand backs,
I am dropped, shifted , discarded,
rediscovered, thrust into light;
I am dying with what is left of me,
before you furnish the topic.

But has II actually been done? In January, 1925, appeared a story In the
le•l•w of l••l•w1 (LXXI, 93 -,), entitled , " Professor Mlethe 's Own Story of
How He Made Gold from Mercury, " outlining his discovery, which apparently come to him by accident In his German high school laboratory, when he

" we now know what to do to change mercury Into gold, but we do not know
the mechanical or physical means to employ In doing It." Perhaps he was

talking obout the Americans , who since the middle twenties had been trying hard to duplicate Mlethe ' s experiments, but without success.

17 .

Ellade , Crucible, p . 16'.

18.

The nlgredo, or black, stage of the elements In a mercury solution, repre sented a death of those elements to th.e alchemist, to be followed by a re·
birth. Jung's description of the symbolic alchemlcol process contains many
other curiously abstract and religious terms : Jung, Psychology and Al-

19 .
20.

chemy, pp . 230-2.
Kathleen Raine , " A Major Influence In Western Thought," New Republic ,
CXXVlll (May 18, 1953), 18. (A review of Poychology and Alchemy. )
Correspondence of Ernest Rutherford and Frederick Shoddy, who first
announced the theory of transmutation of elements In 1902, shows that
they were afraid to use the word tranamutatlon , for fear of being accused of
obscurantism. Their fears were little fustlfled: after on Initial opposition
from lord Kelvln , the theory was quickly accepted as a viable explanation

of the facts of radioactivity. Bodash , "' Newer Alchemy," p . 91 .

Baron von Humboldt decided
to wait until he was seventy
to start his work on the cosmos,
but he never got started.
We who are sadly not Deity,
or Poe or Gogol ,
or Flaubert or von Humboldt,
must live with assumptions:
I am yours for the afternoon.
One is always a beginner
in the glow that maybe God can name
in the gentle rains of here-and-now,
in the waters of history.
GEORGE GOTT

Source: Robert Adams, Nil: Episodes in the Literary Conquest of Void (New York : Oxford University Press), p. 239.
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The Mass Media

The Film of Violence

------------------------------------------Bv
It was the usual "What-has-Jerusalem-to-do-withAthens?" assignment. Compare Socrates' attitude toward
his death with Jesus' attitude toward his death.
My freshmen plowed into Plato and several gospels,
wrote fine essays, and possibly even learned something
about their own attitudes toward death - even if they
have yet to learn it's a long way from both "Jerusalem"
and "Athens" to any place they will live in the modern
world.
But something was strange in their essays. Not one
significantly noted that Jesus suffered torture, mockery,
and a violent death. (One freshman did tell me that
Jesus' death was "excruciating," but made nothing of
the "crux" of the matter.)
I come from this episode in my classroom to my column. At the moment a few citizens are very rightly
concerned about violence in the mass media, particularly TV and film, and its effect upon their children.
Even the muted summary of the Surgeon General's
recent report, "Television and Growing Up," warns us
that long exposure to violence in the media arouses
violent behavior in even normal children.
The report has been much pooh-poohed or given
scant notice in the media. I suppose most citizens will
do the same. After all, they might reason, we had some
violence in the media in our youth too, and it didn't
arouse violent behavior in us. That's likely true - if
they unlearned as much violence as they learned in
growing up.
I can only speak for the violence mediated to children
in the late forties and early fifties. Those were the years
we watched "Gangbusters" and vigilantes-versus-villains westerns in the Saturday serials, relived World
War II in films fortifying our parents for Korea, and
gasped in 3-D at all the monster films that came from
beneath the fifties. It took some special growing up to
unlearn their lessons : (1) If you want to be a real macho
the rite of passage is killing other men, (2) Orientals are
the devil , and (3) monsters, almost always destroyed by
massive military fire power, are adeql!ate symbols to
use to relieve your fears about the Communist menace.
In those days, as I recall, crime comics bore mottoes
like "Crime does not pay" and "They who take up the
sword shall perish by the sword" in order to get them
past your parents. Nevertheless kids still had to unlearn
the lessons of the comics too: (1) Quelling crime is done
by means as much outside the law as the criminals, (2)
some Uebermensch will always leap out of a telephone
booth or a bat cave to save us with his violence, and
(3) people who are not violent are boring.
Well, anyone who thinks violence is mediated to the
young in the ways of the good old days hasn't been in a
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theatre or even in front of his TV set lately. To be sure,
the potboiler formula for violence continues in TV dehumanize the victim so we couldn't care less for it and
then let someone righteous dispatch it as brutally as
possible. This is the formula for "family shows." But in
other parts of TV, and particularly in films, new pots
are boiling.
Somewhere between Bonnie and Clyde and A Clockwork Orange a new formula for violence has been visited upon us. I have in mind films like The Wild Bunch,
The Devils, Joe, Little Big Man, Straw Dogs, The
Anderson Tapes, The French Connection - and Diamonds Are Forever and Dirty Harry and all the James
Bond dreck and Clint Eastwood thrillers. The new violence is marked by nihilism, decadence, sadism, and
almost utter complacency. The audience is now distanced from both the victims and the violators and the
focus shifts to violence for its own sake.
As always, the mass arts interact with what is presently
passing for life. The Indochina war is as good a metaphor as any to grasp that interaction. Much violence in
movies now is as absurd as: "We had to destroy the village in order to save it." Or as vapid as poor Lt. Calley's
shrugging summary of his service to our country: "We
wasted 'em." And I have the eerie feeling that at least a
part of the film audience looks on with a brutalized VFW
bumper-sticker of appreciation in their eyes: "We thank
our boys in Vietnam." The new violence calls for an
audience as cut off from any humane feelings as most of
the violators in the films . Perhaps the films help condition the audience for the automation of the war in
Indochina.
What is sad in all this apathy is that films dripping
with casual violence drive out the rarer films which
touch us deeply in our humanity and move us to reflect
upon violence with some honesty. I have here in mind
recent films like The Chase, Sacco and Vanzetti, Billy
Jack - and even Bless the Beasts and Children and
Easy Rider for all their flaws. There is, I believe, a
significant number of American filmgoers who are ready
as never before to support films which face us with
extreme experiences and unfold the tragedy in violence.
I hope more filmgoers vote with their tickets to get
them.
The Surgeon General's concern for the misuse of TV
to foster violent behavior in children is a worthy concern, but not the first one before us. It would obviously
be absurd to go on arousing violence in children with
the popular arts only to try to contain it later in public
life - and at this time we do seem to have real violence
in the media and largely symbolic gestures in government to control it. But what is of first concern is not the
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role of any mass medium in inciting the young to future
violence but its role in desensitizing adults to present
violence. At least the thought of TV and films anesthetizing and apathizing people to violence does not cheer
me, for I think we already have enough who neither
know nor feel the weight of the violence they condone.
I make nothing out of the strange insensitivity to
violence in my freshman essays. (A senior colleague
assures me that the insensitivity of freshmen to almost
anything outside themselves is not new.) But as I came
from my classroom to my column with violence on my
mind, I now go from my column to the counseling center at our college chapel.
There I will again meet a wholesomely troubled senior. It can only be told here that one of his preoccupying

a

thoughts is of a Vietnamese woman, riddl_e d by fragmentation bomb, aborting her child, and dying slowly
of dozens of gangrenous wounds. Her death makes a
crucifixion look like gentle hemlock by comparison. His
life goes on dutifully, but it is meaningless to him
while the bombs fall.
The moral dilemma of counseling such a student is
not far from the moral concern of this column. Some
might see "help" for him in desensitizing him to the
very feelings which both overwhelm him and make him
a moral being. Well, in other ways, he and I are trying
to find ways such a sensitive person can morally cope
with the world as it is and as it might be. I just wish
there were a current film I could send him to which
would help him too.

Music

Shall We Dance?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y WILLIAM F. EIFRIG, .JR.

My dear Mr. Editor :
Why has your journal - a review of literature, the
arts, and public affairs - no column devoted to the art
of dance? Whatever the reason, I trust you intend no
imputation of inferior status among the muses to Terpsichore.
You will, perhaps, plead the difficulty of finding
someone with qualifications to write knowledgeably of
the art of dance. But the mere lack of competent writers
has never before prevented you from publication, and
I therefore offer my services for this month with a report on the London scene.
The Royal Ballet has no need of my praise certainly.
A roster including Fonteyn and Nureyev sets the standards by which other companies are judged. Under its
new director, Kenneth MacMillan, the Royal Ballet has
had a most successful season, one which has included
several premieres. I have seen two productions that
were conceived and choreographed by MacMillan himself. He delights the eye repeatedly with beautiful
gestures of poignant meaning, and his control of continuity and rythm is very fine indeed.
Anastasia is a full-length ballet based on the fascinating story well-known in book, play, and film versions.
The first two acts present the Russian royal family before the Revolution. The third act shows the struggles
of the woman who claims to be the Grand Duchess
Anastasia with her memories or hallucinations.
For acts one and two MacMillan uses the music of
Tchaikovsky, the first and third symphonies. The music
is perfectly suited to the picture of pre-revolutionary
court life. The four movement form fits the narrative
convincingly and is a tribute to the choreographer's
art. In the third act MacMillan uses electronic sounds
and the Fantaisies Symphoniques of Bohuslav Martinu.
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The shift to an angular, rhythmic, and elliptic style is
quite effective after the frosty lyricism of Tchaikovsky's
music. The role of the Russian princess is a most demanding role for the prima ballerina, and it is sure to
impress the audience with its requirement of a wide
range of dance styles.
The second production was an evening of shorter
ballets, two of them by MacMillan and one by Nijinska
(who died last February). MacMillan's gifts to the
audience were Triad and Song of the Earth. In Triad
two men and a woman perform balletic abstractions of
the familiar human triangle in all its possible permutations; the music is Prokofiev's violin concerto. The
second MacMillan piece was a dance commentary on
the Mahler symphonic song-cycle, Song of the Earth.
Few pit orchestras could present these concert works
with as much distinction as the Covent Garden orchestra. In fact, were it not for the excellence of the musical
performances, the effects on the stage would be less
successful. Ballets are not always as dependent upon
musical quality as are MacMillan's pieces. Most ballet
scores are unobtrusive and follow with due humility
the lead of the dancers. MacMillan strives for the union
of the gesture and the sound which gives both elements
their due weight.
The Tchaikovsky and Martinu pieces are lesser
known works and therefore do not distract the audience.
They are also lighter weight works which do not permit
the music to dominate or the audience to lose the
Anastasia narrative. Prokofiev and Mahler, however,
seem to be a bit uncomfortable in their unaccustomed
surroundings.
In the Song of the Earth one especially wants to know
why - when the singing voices have said all - the
addition of visual gesture is expected to deepen meaning. The violin soloist is invisible in the pit, but the
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vocal soloists in formal dress on either side of the stage
must try to look inconspicuous, avoid the cavorting
dancers, and not stand in too embarrassing contrast
with the dance movements in the center stage.
The third short ballet on the second program was
Les Noces, choreographed by Nijinska with music by
Stravinsky. In this Diaghilev enterprise is a ballet in
which the conjunction of music and dance was planned
from the beginning. Stravinsky's music - though it
has achieved some success outside the theatre (I've
never liked it as a concert piece) - is understood most
fully when eye and ear are simultaneously pleased. The
genius of Diaghilev was that he not only knew this about
dance music but that he had the sense to find composers

who knew this. Music written to be danced is different
sort of communication from that which is intended for
ears alone.
It must be said in fairness that MacMillan is a good
listener. He selects music which is appropriate and he
discovers in the music physical gestures which adeptly
translate the musical gestures. Diaghilev he may not be,
but an artist who opens eyes and ear he certainly is.
Well, I seem to have been carried away by the music.
Sorry about that, but perhaps this will tide you over
until you find a dance expert to write for your nice
little journal.
Yours faithfully,
William F. Eifrig, Jr.

Books of the Month

Visit to a Thinking Planet
SOLARIS. By Stanislas Lem. New York :
Berkley Publishing Company, 1971. $.75.

oretical base of modern technology with
formal philosophy.

As I write this , the federal government is
making a strenuous effort to persuade a serious American publisher, McGraw-Hill, not
to give away balf a million dollars apiece to
strange men walking down the street saying
they own Howard Hughes' autobiography.
The main literary importance of M-Hill's
costly compulsion is tbat it may, once again,
delay tbe general reader's learning much
about a leading European autbor, Stanislas
Lem. M-Hill recently bought out, or in, a
bright young competitor witb a good nonfiction line, Herder and Herder. And with
this purchase tbey took over a recent contract to translate ten of the books Lem has
published since 1948, fiction and non-fiction.

At last we approach the real reason Lem
has been slow to make an impact in the two
working languages of most American literary
intellectuals: French (4 titles); English ( 1 ).
Lem writes science-fiction , the real thing.
He's not a genteel highbrow dabbling in a
"commercial" field to sell a little fantasy or
social satire. Since he's interested in the
thought behind modern machinery, he naturally grew interested first in thinking machines,
then in true cybernetics, where the oldfashioned robots tend to dissolve into a puddle of wires, electric charges and pure theory .
Lem is the master of modern robotic fiction ,
not Isaac Asimov.

But who's Lem? In middle Europe and the
Eurasian Iron-Curtain region , he's an enormously popular, translated , adapted , influential Polish writer and intellectual. At home
his books outsell their assigned paper supply ,
literally. Yet even more of his sales occur in
translation. Every second Lem sale is in
Russia. When I set to bibliographize him last
year (tbe short stories) from foreign-language
editions in the good midwestern libraries, I
found myself using German, Slovak and Russian texts, as much as Polish.
Such popularity is not automatically impressive, at least if you are making serious
artistic claims for an author. Is Lem only a
thriller writer? Does he use a small vocabulary, or is he otherwise easy to translate? like Maugham, Hemingway, Dick-and-Jane?
The answer is no, in each case. Lem writes
philosophical fiction . His stories and essays
burst with ideas, and one of his giant nonfiction collections, Summa Technologiae, is
a conscious attempt at assimilating the the-
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Stray Lem stories have trickled into English
during the sixties, two in a Polish (Englishlanguage) publication, one in a small British
s-f pulp, now defunct. More available are
four heterogeneous items in Darko Suvin's
anthology (Random House, 1970), Other
Seas, Other Shores. The same year, Suvin
wrote the afterword to the only Lem novel in
English, the important 1961 Solan·s. Conveniently, you can buy this So/aris version at
present in two editions, the 1970 Walker
hardcover and a paperback reprint Berkley
put out last Christmas. Both carry Suvin's
valuable essay . Aside from a biography and
critique, there is a book checklist good through
1969. To nitpick a little, his Polish publication dates for Lem are sometimes off a year
or two.
"Solaris," the two-sun namesake planet of
the novel, is intended as a name like our
" Venus ," "Jupiter " or " Sol," denoting at once
a planet and a deity , or thinking being at
least. But in his conception Lem has fused
our twin ideas into one. His "Solaris" is a
thinking, uniceilular planet! Solaris (book) is

one of Lem's fictional attempts to vary ou r
own biological evolution. The starting point
for the heterodoxies in his novel is the problem
created for biological growth by two-sun
planets, with their extreme climatic changes.
Lem's single-<>cean "Solaris" bypasses our
kind of life-growth for something sub-atomic,
almost sub-chemical. Everything on "Solaris"
is literally in symbiosis, and not simply in
the food-chain sense. For instance, the ocean's
"islands" (studied by human observers from
earth, the other "characters" of the novel )
are simply gelatinate formations of the ocean's
own substance. Everything reacts and thinks
as one. So when the humans begin examining
the planet seriously from their satellite observatory , with deep-level x-rays, the oceanplanet begins examining them .

Summa Technologia and Simulacra
With this oceanic re-action the plot begins.
(Tlie whole elaborate "factual" basis of the
story is fed in gradually as background ,
mainly in Chapters 2. 8 and 11 .) In effect ,
the planet deep-x-rays the nervous systems of
its observers. Then it invents live simulacra
of the person, remembered from earth, who
is at the basis of the individual's deepest fears
and memories. Here as everywhere, I oversimplify Lem 's ideas. Previously , the ocean
had already caused the destruction of an observatory plane and pilot, and explored this
unfortunate's nervous system . Lem's point is ,
the ocean's ability to construct such simulacra is going through its own evolutionary
phase.
When the protagonist Kris Kelvin comes
aboard Station Solaris in Chapter One, he
steps into this x-ray-counter x-ray situation.
The first guilt-simulacrum he actually meets
is a big African girl. Presumably this is Lem 's
eastern-European tribute to the "guilt" of
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western colonialism. But the decisive character in the book will be a new simulacra, Kris'
remembered dead girl, a suicide ten years
back. (Surprisingly, the backcover paperback blurb respectably marries Kris to his
Rheya.) Once again the awkwardness of a
technical term from traditional fiction ,
"character," appears. The "Rheya" of the
novel keeps self-destructing. This doesn't
bother her god-like creator. It simply waits
till Kris retires to sleep and his unconscious
mind , then reproduces from Kris a new Rheya
in his cellroom. As a creator of "humans,"
the ocean-deity's only problems are rather
technical: Kris' brain can't tell it how human
girls button their dresses, so each new "Rheya"
has something technically impractical about
her outfit. Is there a joke in the Polish about
male sexual psychology?
The first meeting of lover and guilty-past
ends with Kris simply blowing her away inside a satellite-rocket. But on her next "return," he begins to adjust, to accept his past
and not reject it into hidden memory. Unfortunately , the simulacra accurately reproduces
the suicidal girl's whole personality. So if

Kris isn't going to smash her, she'll do it
herself. Kris is now in the position of trying
to prevent his own guilt-feelings, actualized,
from disappearing!
To my mind, Solaris' structural problem
is not the enormous load of theory it carries,
nor the characterization problems for the
author of thinking oceans and suicidal simulacra. No, behind all the fancy science of her
creation, Rheya is simply a 1961 example of
the typical film ingenue of the sixties: Sarah
Miles (Ryan's Daughter) and Mia Farrow
(Rosemary 's Baby) being gang-raped or otherwise manhandled, as she is left to her owp
devices , i.e., "liberated"into a masculine world
neither paternal nor protective about its
women.
But to hold together a 200-page story,
"Rheya" (Kris ' guilt about her death) is not
complex enough. Young girls aren't naive
and simple-minded, but men's feelings about
them are. In the Polish Rheya's character
limitations were apparently counterbalanced,
not merely by the complex theoretical background for the lovers' plot, but by the Joycean

characterization of the ocean itself through
a varied literary style, especially in the central Chapter Eight. (For such glib references
to the Polish, my authority is Lem's agent,
Franz Rottensteiner. He wrote an enthusiastic literary profile of Lem for an American
s-f critical fanzine, Luna Monthly. Oradell,
N.J. See Luna, 12/ 71 , p . 8, for his description of Solaris' style.) The Kilmartin-Cox
translation into English is literate and functional, yet it doesn't suggest such special effects as Rottensteiner says appear in Lem's
Polish.
But buy Solaris. Buy The Invincible, whenever Ace (pap.) prints the translation they
paid for, last summer. Then, as future paying
customers, write McGraw-Hill, asking for
instant publication of all the Lem novels
they took over from Herder. And forge your
name: "H. Hughes." That's how you get
action from a serious American publisher in
1972 (and literary publicity from the American press).
JAMES MARK PURCELL

Worth Noting

The lpsissima Vax of Jesus
NEW TESTAMENT THEOLOGY : THE
PROCLAMATION OF JESUS. By Joachim
Jeremias. New York : Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1971.
This study of the sayings of Jesus is a volume of the high caliber that one has come to
expect of Professor Jeremias. The title of the
book raises the expectation that this might be
but the first in a series. Although there is strangely - no author's or translator's preface to encourage such a hope, the proclamation of Jesus does not represent the whole of
N.T. theology. Still, even in this more restricted area of study the author uncovers
a wealth of data and unfolds a broad theological canvas.
Such wealth must be reckoned as one of the
solid values of this volume. In the perenniel
question about the reliability and genuineness of the recorded sayings of Jesus a more
skeptical school of interpretation would not
allow as generous a fund of Jesus-sayings as
Professor Jeremias does. Bultmann, for example , proposed a test of authenticity that has
since been termed the criterion of dissimilarity. By that test only those sayings of Jesus
may confidently be adjudged as genuine
which cannot be derived either from Judaism
on the one hand or from the early church on
the other.
The advantage of such a method is that it
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isolates with maximum certainty the obviously original features of Jesus' preaching. At
the very core of his preaching lie such accents
as the imminence of the Kingdom of God and
His forgiving love for sinners. But the problem
with such radical surgery is that it cuts too
deeply. Not only is what survives quite minimal, but it offers us no avenue into the continuities between Judaism and Jesus and between Jesus and the early church.
Professor Jeremias offers a proposal to
remedy that defect, to expand the number of
authentic sayings of Jesus , and thereby to
broaden the base for a theology of the sayings
of Jesus. His method , employed already in
earlier monographs like his studies on the
Parables of Jesus and the Eucharistic Words,
is to work from a reconstructed Aramaic
original of the Gospel tradition. By carefully
analyzing its language and style he draws
cat1tious and convincing conclusions regarding the ipsissima vox of Jesus. By that term
he means to designate characteristic and
original modes of speaking. which result
from what might be termed a criterion of
linguistic, in contrast to conceptual. dissimilarity. On this basis he has assigned a high
degree of probability to this ipsissima vox
as traceable to Jesus himself, though he concedes that this does not necessarily solve the
problem of Jesus' ipsissima verba, his very
words.

Equipped with such a tool , he mines the
Gospel tradition and strikes a rich lode of
authentic sayings. Indeed he asserts that "in
the synoptic tradition it is the inauthenticity,
and not the authenticity, of the sayings of
Jesus that must be demonstrated." The result is a highly technical, yet thoroughly
exciting and comprehensive study of Jesus'
sayings.
As with every good study, this investigation will provoke discussion , both drawing
praise and inviting reservation at some points.
One of Professor Jeremias' lasting achievements is his brilliant study of Jesus' personal
appropriation of the address, "Abba, Father!" But it is one thing to note this unparalleled and novel usage; it may be quite another to
go beyond merely observing such differences
into the realm of conflicting assertions in the
debate between Jesus and his adversaries. A
full theological assessment of those sayings
must not only take into account Jesus' unprecedented claim to sonship, but also that it
was made in the face of opposition and counterclaims.
Nevertheless this book is to be commended
to the careful attention of every serious student of the N. T. It is especially recommended
for church leaders and theologians who mistakenly imagine that a work of critical exegesis ipso facto subverts evangelical faith.
Jeremias is witness against such a fallacy .
WALTER E. KELLER
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The painted and quilled Buffalo R obe
of a Teton Sioux Chief, circa 1860 .
Photograph : The University Mu seum ,
The University of Pennsylvan· .

The Visual Arts

Plains Indian Art
RICHARD H. W. BRAUER
By PETER POWELL

Daily life is the essence of Plains Indian art. The
sparkle of sunlight on shining beadwork; the swagger of
black and white eagle feathers tossed by a prancing
horse moving against a prairie breeze ; the swishing of
long fringes as a pretty girl dances by, eyes downcast,
but fully aware that men are watching her in admiration - these are what reveal the heart of the Plains
Indian art. Only in the rainbow of color, motion , and
song that flow from the tribal ceremonials which celebrate daily life will one truly behold the living beauty
that permeates Plains Indian art.
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The supernatural is never far from daily life among
the Plains Indians. Supernatural power blessed a man's
ceremonial clothing. A scalp shirt (see cover) was the
sacred possession of the bravest of men. Among the
Cheyennes such a shirt was blessed by the power of
Maheo, the All Father, and by the Sacred Persons who
guard the universe. Thus only a holy man could make a
scalp shirt for a warrior. On such a shirt, each lock of
hair represented a war honor of the owner.
Although we call these scalp shirts, the hair usually
was donated by a man's friends or by his womenfolk. By
giving the scalp shirt wearer their hair, by giving him
this part of themselves, his friends demonstrated their
The Cresset

willingness to entrust their own lives to the power of
the scalp shirt wearer. It is this beautiful combination of
supernatural power, earthly generosity, and human
trust that we find blended in so much of the Plains
Indian art.
The wearer of eagle feathers proclaims the sacred
presence on earth among men. The eagle is the bird
who lives closest to the Creator on high and shares the
power of thunder. The "thunderbird" feathers worn in
ceremonial clothing must be taken from a living eagle
and, among the Sioux and Cheyenne, they represent
the brave deeds of a warrior.
Plains Indian art is realistic. A man covered his clothing, his tip'i lining, and often his horse with realistic
pictures, often in narrative sequence. These pictures
depicted battles scenes, and supernatural powers as
realistic persons. (Woman's art, on the other hand,
is geometric.) The finest examples of warrior art were
those war scenes painted upon the covers and the linings of the "military society" lodges of the Cheyennes,
Sioux, and Kiowa.
One of the most enthusiastic descriptions of them we
possess is from Major John Bourke, General Crook's
aide-de-camp. Bourke preserved some of the linings of
some of the Cheyenne military society lodges in Morning Star's camp, just before General Crook's soldiers
burned the entire village and carried out his scorched
earth policy.
That was in 1876. From that time on, such gorgeously
painted tipis and tipi linings disappeared from Cheyenne art. With the buffalo hides burned, there remained
one medium on which the Cheyenne could record their
deeds. They took the Army ledger books from the soldiers they defeated in battle.
There is one grandson of an old time Cheyenne warrior artist who has made his mark upon American Indian art as a whole. He is Light Foot Runner, also known
by the name of Dr. W. Richard West. He is presently
head of the art department at Haskell Junior College in
Lawrence, Kansas. From the photograph of his painting reproduced here one can see how the old warrior
tradition lives on in contemporary Cheyenne art. In
Dick West's art we see that tradition of stylized horses
and fighting men fused with the newer realism characteristic of the first generation of contemporary Indian
artists.
Also reproduced here is photograph of a carving by
Dick West. It is a carving of Him whom the Cheyennes
call Heammawihio, "White Man Above." We call the
same One the Son of God and Son of Mary, even our
Lord, Jesus Christ. Here you behold the image of Christ
as it hangs above the altar of St. Augustine's Indian
Center in Chicago - set in the modern city and carved
in a natural medium by a living Cheyenne artist.
Peter Powell is an Episcopal priest and Guggenheim scholar who has
been engaged in ministry and research among American Indians since
the l 940's. Father Powell is also the founder and first director of
St. Augustine's Center for American Indians in Chicago . Illinois.
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W. Richard West, Wah-pah-nah-yah, (Lightfooted Runner),
War March of the Sacred Arrows and the Sacred Buffalo Hat.
The warrior on the left carries Mahuts,
the Sacred Arrows, lashed to his lance.
Issiwun, the Sacred Buffalo Hat,
is worn by the warrior on the right.
In the War March the mysteries
of the Cheyennes are recalled
to ready the warriors for battle.
The Collection of Peter Powell.

W. Richard West, Cheyenne Christ, Osage orange wood carving,
Chapel of St. Augustine, St. Augustine's Center
for American Indians. Chicago. Illinois.
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The Theatre

A Happy Refugee
So much has happened in the theatre lately, but it is
much ado about almost nothing.
One wakes up from Jack Gelber's Sleep as if one had
gone through a nightmare. Gelber's hero is a sleeping
guinea pig and his audience might well become the
same if it is not careful. Has anyone ever run screaming
from a theatre?
Romulus Linney's The Love Suicide at Schofield
Barracks was a possibly interesting dramaturgic puzzle,
but the principles of the play were dead before the curtain went up. It takes a noble gesture of protest against
the Indochina war and blunts it with the notion of how
wonderful it would be to take the body and blood of a
Eurasian child and throw it into the lap of the President
of the United States. A petit Guignol idea, but how
childish can one get even in his honest dramatic fury?
Then there was Wise Child, sired by Simon Gray. It
only lived four nights. Two excellent British actors,
Donald Pleasance and George Rose, search valiantly
but to little avail for the author and his play. The audience in its wisdom gave up sooner.
I was happy I could escape from such "theatre" to the
opera and to a theatrical experiment of danced plays.
A very happy refugee was I when I witnessed Anna
Sokolow's Players Project in a series called Explorations
at the Repertory Theatre of Lincoln Center. Anna
Sokolow brilliantly explored the finely edged possibilities of blending dancing and acting in three different
pieces.
The program opened with Samuel Beckett's Act
Without Words which is Beckett reduced to utter silence
and despair, holding out hope to a shipwrecked, struggling man and then blotting out all hope after interludes
of frustration. The most frightening image is the aloneness of a man tantalized by signs of hope which appear
as if from nowhere, only to be withdrawn or to come to
naught. Henry Smith gave the difficult part of this
crawling, struggling man a dramatic expression which
needed no words. He is thrown onto the stage and with
almost acrobatic skill gives his performance a raw intensity which was strangely fulfilling.
Act Without Words was followed by a delightful
spoof on ragtime, A Short Lecture and Demonstration
on the Evolution of Ragtime as Presented by Jelly Roll
Morton. Antonio Azito was hilarious as Mr. Morton in
a nincompoop way. Henry Smith was at the piano, and
the two dancers, Lorry and Jim May, danced with wild
dedication and dead pan expression. Oh, how stupid
and amusing were those good old days!
The major work of the evening was an homage to the
surrealistic paintings of Rene Magritte, called Magritte-Magritte. In eight vignettes Anna Sokolow caught
the spirit of this painter with great sensitivity. Taking
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Magritte images from his canvases for a departure, she
developed the scenes into dances. Sometimes she leaned
on words; Paul Elouard and Edgar Allen Poe were used
for two scenes. Three other numbers had a verbal
background painted by the haunting poetic images of
John White, all fitting the surrealistic occasion.
Magritte's world consisted of ordinary obje<;ts hats, combs, candles, boots, etc. - which grow into
surrealistic sexual symbols. He liked to translate literary
ideas into visual images and once explained that in his
poetry-in-painting the image is "an idea capable of
becoming visible only through painting."
Anna Sokolow proved that Magritte's ideas can be
turned into valid stage visualizations: verbalized,
danced, and acted paintings. Two paintings were turned into special testimonies to Miss Sokolow's artful use
of Magritte's art. In Lovers two dancers with covered
faces move around each other in endless turns, setting
the tone and defining the space with their circles for the
other vignettes. Magritte's nightmarish dream world
entered stage reality, and the macabre and eerie alternated with wry humor and non sequitur bewilderment.
Dramatically the most outstanding was The Troubled
Sleeper, a harrowing somnabulistic dance with many
sexual overtones, magnificently conceived by Miss
Sokolow and excellently executed by Jim May.
I left the Lincoln Center relieved to have seen something in the theatre which was visually and intellectually
stimulating. I took home with me the same satisfying
feeling after Arrigo Boito's Mefistofele at the New York
City Opera. Boito wrote a few outstanding libretti for
Verdi and this one opera which failed when premiered
at La Scala in 1868. (Nerone, his only other opera was
premiered after his death and is inferior to Mefistofele.)
In his own time Boito was accused of cerebration, and
rightly so. Going beyond Goethe's Marguerite story,
particularly by adding his own vision of antiquity in
the Helen imagery of the second part of Faust, Boito
wrote a strong morality play in which Faust is tempted
by the Fallen Angel, succumbs, and finally triumphs in
his ultimate redemption.
The problem of the long, symphonic "Prologue in
Heaven" is solved visually by projections and lighting
marvels, all in good taste and with artistic integrity.
The daring costuming of Mefistofele in tightly fitting ,
flesh-colored leotards, making the Fallen Angel appear
naked before God, was in no way insulting to the eye
for those who might be concerned about that matter.
Boito's music has a touch of Wagnerian grandeur, and
the director of the production, Tito Capobianco, was
both faithful to the music and the spectacle in his fashioning an opera which was also a very rich experience
of theatre.
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Edi tor-At-Large
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The Triumph of the Beast
Sometime this month - unless God in His mercy
forbids it - I shall probably be buying my first automobile. All these years, my wife and my three son.~ and
I have ranged our town, North America, and a considerable part of Europe without wheels of our own. For
long trips we took a train or flew. For local trips beyond
comfortable walking or cycling distance we took the cab.
And there, alas, was where Fate stuck the hooked barb
in us. Shortly after the beginning of the year, the local
cab company folded, leaving our town with no public
transportation whatsoever. Our choice was a simple
one: mooch rides from friends or get our own car. (For
a while we thought seriously of moving to another town,
but jobs aren't all that easy to get these days.) So we
decided to get a car.
I had never known, really, until we got serious about
buying a car what a tyrant it is. As a family, we spent
probably ten to twelve dollars a month on cabs and got
everywhere we wanted to go. My friends tell me that I
can expect to spend something on the order of a hundred dollars a month on the rusting, depreciating hunk
of tin that I am about to buy. From what I am able to
gather, the depreciation during the first year on a middle-range new car is the equivalent of round-trip air
fare for two to England - an expenditure which I would
enjoy vastly more than investing in a car. The cost of
insurance for my wife and myself, I am told, will be the
equivalent of the cost of eight round-trips by Amtrak
between Chicago and St. Louis. I put these costs in comparative terms because we actually will have to trade a
considerable number of things which we have very
much enjoyed for the dubious satisfaction of having
our own wheels.
Our original reason for not getting a car, way back in
the Forties when we were young, was a very simple one :
we couldn't afford it. As the years went by, we adjusted
little by little to a car-less life and found it, in many
ways, more pleasant and probably less hectic than life
would have been with a car. In recent years, we have
been tempted to claim a prescience which, as a matter
of fact, we did not possess about the catastrophic damage
which the millions of passenger cars have done to the
environment, especially to the atmosphere. But while
we could claim no such prescience, we were all the more
convinced that we did not want to complicate our lives,
or damage our environment, with a car. Besides, we
were apparently about a thousand dollars a year better
off than our friends who kept a car.
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Well, as I say, this will all too soon be a thing of the
past. I have been thrust into that great mass of Americans for whom the purchase and operation of an automobile is no longer a matter of choice but of necessity.
One may have whatever reservations he has about the
morality of poisoning the air and diverting large
amounts of his income from benevolences to transportation expense; the fact of the matter is that the man who
is unwilling to fall down before the Internal Combustion Beast and worship him has no portion or place in
large parts of our country. We have allowed all of our
surface public transportation systems to degenerate to
the point where they no longer allow one to move from
Point A to Point B.
Which irritates the living daylights out of me, because my whole family has gotten its greatest kicks out
of travel, almost all of it by pl,lblic transportation. My
boys can still remember sleeping through the night in
roomettes on the great trans-continental trains of the
Middle Fifties. The trains are almost all gone now. They
remember life abourd ship, cutting through the fog of
the North Atlantic. The great trans-Atlantic ships are
almost all gone now. Their sons will probably never
know the pleasure of reading late at night in a roomette
bed or the sybaritic delights of dining at sea. Eheu!
fugaces labuntur gaudiae nostrae.
But while, for us, it is only a matter of joys slipping
away, for many in our country the disappearance of
public transportation means either almost total immobility or, if friends can be found to take them places, a
feeling of beholdenness which over a period of time is
destructive of human dignity. I am speaking of the aged,
the infirm, the poor, the chronically ill - especially
those living in the older central parts of town from
which doctors and churches have fled. Try to imagine
what a chore it is even to get groceries in a town with
neither bus nor cab. In our town of 20,000, there is one
grocery store that delivers. And, as might reasonably
be expected, it charges for this service - not very much,
but that little bit more that many of the impoverished
aged cannot afford.
Incidentally, you are probably wondering whether
my wife and children did not feel deprived all these
years without a car. Well, the vote in our family council
was 4-1 against buying a car. I cast the dissenting vote
and then issued an executive order. So I have only myself to blame for this decision. Which makes me even
more irritated about the whole business.
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The Pilgrim

By 0. P. KRETZMANN

"All the trnmbets sounded for him on the oth er side'.'
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

To the Easter Garden
It was very quiet, I am sure, that morning in the garden ... As Judea turned toward the sun on the greatest
day in history, there was nothing to show that the dawn
was different from ten thousand others ... Except possibly three women hurrying to a garden, and to a stone
which no longer would be at the place where it had been
when dusk had come down like a curtain on Holy Saturday ... The shadows were still deep in the valley of
the Kidron but the sunlight was creeping down the hills
of Jerusalem . .. In the garden, all the creatures of darkness, the moth and bat, the beetle and owl, had returned
to their hiding places .. . Once more that amazing moment, when the world stands breathless between night
and day, had come . ..
It was quiet, too, I believe, in heaven ... The angels all except one who had been sent on a special errand were watching the final scene in a drama that had begun several thousand years earlier . . . This was now the
end ... The seal of divine approval on a cross, the rolling away of a stone, the excited whispers of a few women,
the voice of an angel telling the world and the centuries
that the earthly stage was empty and that the scene would
soon shift to the throne of heaven ... And then the last
quiet line : "He is not here, He is risen" .. .
Last night a good friend asked why the world and the
Church do not pay more attention to Easter. .. She
pointed out the contrast between our celebration of
Christmas and our fleeting commemoration of Easter
... There may be, I suggested, many reasons for that. ..
Christmas lends itself more easily to sentimentality,
which so many people in our superficial age mistake for
religion ... Christmas is also more easily commercialized
by those who have no fear of reducing the divine to the
dollar. .. And there may be something else . . . Christmas
is the festival of children and there is more of the child
in many of us than our superficial and sophisticated
age wants to admit ...
Christmas lets us go back to our own beginnings on
earth, to mother and home, to days when life was simple
and a shining toy on Christmas morning was complete
joy . .. Of course, there is much more to Christmas than
that, but the world can see only that ... For a moment,
the world holds Christmas to its wondering heart as a
child holds a doll, and then it is gone ... To hear the
full music of Christmas, point and counterpoint in earth
and heaven, requires a great faith which the world cannot give itself .. . To hear only a part of the music, a
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carol in the frosty air, a sudden memory of home, a
bittersweet recollection of childhood, demands much
less . . . Even our superfical and sophisticated age is not
so blind it cannot see a star at night ...
But in the Easter garden at dawn it is different ...
Humanly speaking, Easter is the festival of the thoughtful mind and the saddened heart . . . It comes with startling joy only to the soul that is aware of the swift running of time, the universal conspiracy of death, the pain
and passing of all things temporal. .. The victory over
death in the Easter garden can come in its full glory
only to the heart that remembers white crosses in far
lands or a stone with a dear and familiar name . . .
It is only whe~ we are farthest removed from the earth
that we get our truest view of it - and the farthest we
have ever gone or can ever go in time is to the Easter
garden ... The tomb tells us what we need to know about
this world, and the angel tells us what we need to know
about God and His love . .. "He is not here. He is risen"
. . . And in every year of our Risen Lord since those
words were spoken a larger company comes to the Easter garden to hear them again and again . . . A mother
stealing back quietly to see if the flowers are fresh on the
mound which covers her son ... An old man whose companions have gone before him by a little while ... A
lonely child who needs a friend who will never leave
him . . .
The weary and the lonely, the old and young, the little people of the earth who live close to the swinging
peals of life and death - they will come to the Easter
garden to be, not where life ends, but where eternity
begins ... They will stand silent and without words and
hear the lesson of the day: no more death, no more
dark night, no more tears that cannot be wiped away .. .
Christmas and Easter . . . Blessed is the heart that can
hold these two forever together, the two moments when
eternity touched time ... "A child is born" and "He is
risen" .. . All of time and eternity in two brief sentences ...
And so we came again to the Easter garden and away
from a world so far away from the garden ... Our hearts
may be heavy with pain and torn with the memory of
fresh graves and tolling bells .. . But the Easter garden
is still empty, and there is no dead Jesus where they had
laid Him .. . "He is not here. He is risen" ... Those few
words for a quiet and mighty act of God made all the
difference in the world on that spring morning in the
wakening garden ...
And they make all the difference today . . . All the difference to doubt and fear, to pain and tears, and to our
own deaths ... All the difference to all eternity ...
The Cresset

